
 Classics of anti-colonial writing and postcolonial theory today, Frantz 
Fanon’s texts were created in the Cold War context and first received in 
different camps of that compartmentalised yet interconnected world. This 
chapter helps to map Fanon’s worldwide impact and the role of translation 
in generating it, by examining Fanon’s presence in the ‘Second World’ and 
discussing (former) Yugoslavia, Poland and the Soviet Union, and transla-
tions into Croato-Serbian, Serbo-Croatian, Polish and Russian, as the case 
studies. We are particularly interested in the influence of Fanon’s Marxism 
and his anti-establishment ethos on the translation and reception of his 
work in these three related but distinct contexts: Yugoslavia, as the only 
non-aligned European country, and then two countries situated behind the 
Iron Curtain, i.e. the Soviet Union as the centre of the Communist estab-
lishment in the region and Poland as one of its satellites, or quasi-colonies. 
The case studies contribute to recent scholarship that seeks a more nuanced 
understanding of the relationships between the decolonising ‘Third World’ 
and what may be termed the ‘Second World’ (Popescu 2012; Popescu, Toll-
iver and Tolliver 2014); we adopt the suggestion that Third World figures, 
in our case Fanon, be seen ‘as agents in the production of a global Cold War 
discourse’ (Tolliver 2014, 382) and then examine to what extent rigid Cold 
War rivalries governed the reception of Fanon and whether his message 
meaningfully resonated with local concerns. Moreover, our work demon-
strates how indispensable translation was to the production and dissemi-
nation as well as constant, creative reconstruction of Cold War discourses; 
we argue that multilingual textual and contextual research into relevant 
translations can illuminate aspects of anti-colonial and postcolonial his-
tories in novel ways, demonstrating how locally inflected readings con-
tribute to the heterogeneity of anti-colonial and postcolonial discourses. 
While the following sections on Yugoslavia, Poland and the Soviet Union—
authored, respectively, by Mirna Radin Sabadoš, Dorota Gołuch and Sue-
Ann Harding—by no means provide a holistic image of the whole Second 
World, the analyses invite a comparative reading and further work on 
Fanon’s presence in the region. 
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 Fanon in Yugoslavia 

 At the time Fanon’s work reached Yugoslav audiences in the 1960s and 
1970s, the social and political circumstances were somewhat specific and 
very different from those in other countries of the ‘Second World’. Firstly, 
Yugoslav socialism ideologically evolved into a version that differed greatly 
from the typical USSR-dominated Eastern bloc socialism, and secondly, the 
international position of Yugoslavia brought it close to ‘Third World’ coun-
tries and anti-colonial movements. Consequently, these circumstances pro-
vided a more open academic environment, facilitated the influx of many 
diverse ideas and, to a great extent, influenced how Fanon’s work was 
received and interpreted in Yugoslavia. 

 Frost from the Kremlin  1   

 The Yugoslav political and intellectual climate after World War II needs to 
be observed in the light of two major events. The first of these was the split 
with Stalin and the subsequent resolution in 1948 that formally expelled 
Yugoslavia from Cominform, the coordinating body of Communist parties 
(Bešlin 2011: 491–493), thus leaving Yugoslavia isolated from the rest 
of Communist Europe and Yugoslav leaders wary of Soviet economic, 
political and military influence. This event reflected heavily on domestic 
politics, in need of loud and open criticism of the USSR, and led to party 
purges and the incarceration of most of those members still loyal to Sta-
lin. The long-term effect of the split was a careful ideological positioning 
of the Yugoslav League of Communists seeking to develop new interpreta-
tions of Marxism outside and away from the USSR’s version, especially in 
the 1960s. During the 1950s, the split also affected Yugoslavia’s position 
internationally, since the US used the situation to build stronger ties with 
Tito’s government, which perhaps cemented Yugoslavia’s position outside 
the ‘Iron Curtain’. In 1961, the Yugoslav position was further defined by 
the founding of the Non-Aligned Movement, the second major event of the 
post-war period. Non-alignment, or a middle course between the Western 
and Eastern blocs in the Cold War, was supported by India, Indonesia, 
Egypt, Ghana and Yugoslavia, and afforded Yugoslavia a prominent role 
as the only European non-aligned socialist country with strong diplomatic 
ties to the West. This role was exercised especially in the UN, where Yugo-
slavia was able to offer political and other support to the anti-colonial 
efforts in the Third World. 

 These two major events meant that the late 1960s and early 1970s was 
a period of flux in many respects. Politically it is marked by gradual feder-
alisation; ideologically and economically it was a time when self-governing 
socialism was promoted over the failing state-controlled economy; and, 
most importantly, it was a period of a more open social, cultural and intel-
lectual atmosphere. This openness was, at least to some extent, generated 
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by the development of a Marxist humanist philosophy known collectively 
as the Praxis Group (Marković and Petrović 1979; Jakšić 2007; Olujić and 
Stojaković 2012), which challenged the official  diamat  (dialectical materi-
alism) Marxism coming from the USSR. The establishment of the Praxis 
Group made Yugoslavia a socialist country with an unprecedented dispo-
sition in a Europe divided by the Cold War, one with a strict bureaucratic 
single-party structure that was nevertheless confronted by its own Marxist 
intellectual and academic elite who, through the organisation of the Korčula 
Summer School and the publication of the internationally renowned journal 
 Praxis,  also welcomed and published leftist thinkers from the West.  2   Yet, 
although Yugoslavia’s ambivalent relationship with the Soviet Union was 
perhaps creating some fractures in the Iron Curtain, enabling people and 
novel Marxist ideas to circulate towards both West and East, domestically 
the influence of the philosophy of praxis was limited and remained mostly 
within intellectual and academic spheres. In the aftermath of student pro-
tests in 1968, the Yugoslav Communist League eventually succeeded (par-
ticularly between 1975–1981) in exerting considerable pressure on liberal 
leftist thinkers, especially on the university professors of Belgrade University 
involved with the Praxis Group, many of whom were ousted, as well as with 
the Korčula Summer School, which was discontinued along with the journal 
in 1974. What is more, the party made every effort to suppress and discredit 
any political or cultural activities which, in the spirit of praxis, implicitly or 
explicitly criticised the party rhetoric (Popov 2008) and had the potential to 
influence a wider audience.  3   

 Nevertheless, a lasting legacy of the late 1960s was the idea of structuring 
Marxist thought outside the so-called positivist framework, which stood for 
an approach lacking any form of critical distance towards ideologically pre-
scribed dogma. The flow of ideas ran in many directions, integrating various 
interpretations of Marxist and socialist ideas from the West as well as from 
the developing countries into Yugoslav space. 

 Although most scholarly activities were carefully monitored, not all of 
them were hindered by the authorities. Among those which remained under 
much less pressure were the large-scale publishing projects—such as Stvar-
nost in Zagreb and  Ideje  [Ideas] in Belgrade discussed in this chapter—that 
brought the works and ideas of many critical thinkers and philosophers, 
and even revolutionaries, to a wider Yugoslav audience. It was in this con-
text that the works of Frantz Fanon were translated into Croato-Serbian and 
Serbo-Croatian in the 1970s. Here, we look into the circumstances surround-
ing those publications, focusing on the editors, the publishing networks and 
the paratexts, in order to determine how the translations of Fanon’s work 
were positioned and whether the positioning indeed corresponded to the 
open critical and academic frame. Additionally, we observe how the pub-
lication of Fanon’s writings affected Yugoslavia’s perspective on the inter-
national Marxist humanist approach to global social issues, particularly 
regarding anti-colonial struggles. 
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  Prezreni na Svijetu (Les Damnés de la Terre),  1973 

 In 1968, the Zagreb-based publishing house Stvarnost initiated a new series, 
 Svijet suvremene stvarnosti  [The World of Contemporary Reality], which 
for two decades published major works, both Yugoslav and foreign, in phi-
losophy, sociology, psychology, literary theory, political science and critical 
thought, producing over sixty titles. The series had a distinctive soft cover 
design, with a brightly coloured glossy finish and consistent visual elements 
which made every title immediately recognisable. Most of the titles are still 
considered classics and often remain the only existing translations. One of 
the prominent editors of the series was Professor Vjekoslav Mikecin, who 
taught at the University of Zagreb and was one of the founding editors 
(1957–1963) of the journal  Naše teme  [Our topics], which promoted crit-
icism of the dogmatic Marxism and Stalinism ideologies and supported 
democratisation and the reform of the ideas of socialism. In that respect, 
the journal shared the outlook of the  Praxis  journal, in which Mikecin also 
published several papers. Mikecin translated from French, Italian and Rus-
sian and published studies on the works of some of the most prominent 
philosophers and sociologists of the time. His work and expertise facilitated 
the creation of a pool of knowledge representing the classical heritage of 
modern critical thought, and is still largely viewed as the basis of sociologi-
cal and philosophical education in the former Yugoslavia. 

 Fanon’s  Les Damnés de la terre,  the first of his works to be translated into 
Croato-Serbian,  4   was published as part of the  Svijet suveremene stvarnosti  
series in 1973, entitled  Prezreni na svijetu  and edited by Vjekoslav Mikecin, 
who also translated the introduction by Sartre and wrote the afterword. 
Because of his involvement with the idea of humanist Marxism and with 
Fanon’s work, Mikecin undoubtedly was not only a significant actor in the 
process of translation and publishing of  Les Damnés,  but a very distinctive 
voice in the presenting of Fanon’s ideas in a broader Yugoslav context. In 
that respect, we may consider a series of articles published on Fanon and on 
 Les Damnés  prior to the translation—an article by Janine Matillon in  Naše 
teme  (1962), Mikecin’s article published in the weekly newspaper  Telegram  
(1969), as well as the notes to the English translation of  Les Damnés  by Ivan 
Kuvačić in  Praxis  (1969)—as indicative of the place Fanon already held and 
the importance of the issues discussed in his works for Yugoslav scholarship, 
which eventually brought about the translation(s). 

  Prezreni na svijetu  was translated by Vera Frangeš, a lecturer in Italian 
language at the Faculty of Political Sciences at the University of Zagreb and 
a well-established translator from French and Italian in the field of philos-
ophy and critical theory. In addition to translating Fanon, she translated 
Ignazio Ambrogio, Giovanni Jervis and Alberto Granese, and is considered 
not only to have mediated their ideas on fundamental issues of the contem-
porary world to the Yugoslav cultural and scientific community, but to have 
also contributed, through her translations, to the development in Yugoslavia 
of a comprehensive political science vocabulary. 
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  Prezreni na svijetu  is documented as a translation from the 1968 Mas-
pero French edition. The translated text is an uncut version offering little 
guidance (apart from occasional translator footnotes) on the context of the 
original text that may have been distant for a Yugoslav reader. Mikecin’s 
afterword, however, provides details of Fanon’s life based on David Caute’s 
 Frantz Fanon  (1970) and places his work within a wider context. In addition 
to positioning and critically defining the phrase ‘the third world’, linking 
it explicitly to colonial domination, Mikecin introduces Fanon’s work not 
only as pivotal for understanding present and future changes in the political 
and social development of the African continent but also with reference to 
some of the universal questions of the contemporary world. He points to 
the long list of articles published in European journals offering an extensive 
overview of the reception of Fanon’s work as confirmation that Fanon’s 
thought had already acquired the status of a classic (Mikecin 1973, 207). 
Quoting from Fanon’s then yet-untranslated works,  Peau noire, masques 
blancs  (209) and  Pour la révolution africaine,  as well as from  Les Damnés,  
Mikecin offers a clear and well-structured interpretation of the major topics 
Fanon dealt with: violence in the revolutionary and anti-colonial context, 
class and the mass revolutionary subject, and affirmation of the national 
culture. He juxtaposes Fanon’s ideas on issues concerning African liberation 
with those of other leaders of the Third World, particularly Julius Nyerere 
and L. S. Senghor, outlining Fanon’s ideas about ‘revolutionary socialism’, as 
Sartre defines them, against a general understanding of ‘African socialism’. 
Considering both Fanon as well as Sartre in the European context, Mikecin 
emphasises the need for plurality of thought, supporting Fanon’s idea that 
the revolutions in the Third World, and more specifically the Algerian revo-
lution, should not be observed as attempts to imitate European revolutions, 
since these are revolutions taking place in their own specific circumstances, 
thus bringing the African context into focus. Finally, Mikecin concludes that 
‘(bez obzira na ranjivost . . . njegovih teza) Fanonu svakako pripada mjesto 
među najznačajnijim humanistima našega vremena’ [(despite the vulnerabil-
ity . . . of his theses), Fanon earned a position of honour among the greatest 
humanists of our times]  5   (1973, 85), and he ends with a remark that Fanon’s 
work represents an invaluable contribution to human liberation in general. 

 Mikecin’s own book published in 1974,  Povijest i kritička svijest  [History 
and Critical Thinking], immediately followed the translation and probably 
had the most impact on framing Fanon’s thought in a wider context. It 
is a collection of essays on various topics, some previously published, and 
includes a reprint of Mikecin’s afterword to Fanon’s  Les Damnés  which 
directly placed Fanon in the context of the critical frame of humanist Marx-
ism. Along with Fanon, Mikecin included essays on the works of Benjamin, 
Garaudy, Sartre, Lukacs, Trotsky, Lefebvre and Gramsci, among others. The 
collection elaborates on the complex issues involving Marxism and the posi-
tion of the intellectual, as well as on issues related to class and the treat-
ment of revolution. It was intended ‘da ispita i ocjeni modalitete i povjesnu 
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sudbinu kritičkog (revolucionarnog) mišljenja koje smjera izgradnji  novog 
povijesnog svijeta ’ [to be a probing of the modalities and historical out-
comes of the critical (revolutionary) thinking aiming at establishing a new 
historical universe] (Mikecin 1974, back cover). 

 The publication of the translation was noted in the Belgrade journal 
 Ideje  (discussed below), the same year the book was published (1973). In 
the review, Dušan Veličković focuses predominantly on the treatment of 
violence in  Les Damnés . He describes Sartre’s foreword and Fanon’s text 
as equally important, so that they may even be read independently, found-
ing this claim on the apparent ‘raznolikost filosofsko-istorijske inspiracije 
i nesaglasnost pojedinih teorijskih zaključaka’ [diverse philosophical and 
historical inspirations and several incongruent conclusions] (1973, 190) 
already established by previous critical studies.  6   Veličković takes Sartre’s 
foreword to be both ‘dodatni emotivni impuls Fanonovim idejama’ [an addi-
tional emotive impulse for Fanon’s ideas] (1973) and Sartre’s own theoret-
ical contribution to the issue of violence. He further explains that Sartre 
suffered criticism because of his approach, on the assumption that, accord-
ing to Veličković’s interpretation of Hannah Arendt, Sartre ‘glorifikuje 
nasilje’ [glorifies violence] (1973), as opposed to Fanon, who, according to 
the author, with reference to Arendt’s  On Violence  (1970) and  Crisis of the 
Republic  (1972), remains reserved despite his ‘ratnih pokliča i povremeno 
militantnog stila’ [occasionally militant style and his war cries] (Veličković 
1973, 190). Veličković further explains his view on Sartre’s treatment of 
violence as a part of a dialectical process and as an instrument of human 
identity formation. He introduces Hegelian and Marxist backgrounds to the 
ideas common to Fanon and Sartre, and offers a perspective on Fanon’s view 
on violence as a liberating and emancipating activity ‘kojom se menja svet i 
stvaraju novi ljudi’ [that changes the world and creates new people] (191). 
He stresses that to understand Fanon’s view as intended requires a colonial 
context, or even more precisely, the Algerian context, and that those views 
are not universally acceptable. Finally, he concludes the review by observing 
that  Prezreni na svijetu  is most valuable for its precise analysis of the state 
of affairs in the countries of the Third World and for identifying the exact 
problems in order to propose possible paths towards a solution. 

 Although the paratexts of the translation of  Les Damnés  are not exten-
sive, its afterword and its single review unequivocally position Fanon’s work 
in the core of the network of Yugoslav thinkers promoting a broadly human-
ist and critical approach to social theory. One of the goals of the Korčula 
Summer School, according to Rudi Supek, one of the most prominent fig-
ures of the Praxis Group, coincides with Mikecin’s positioning of Fanon, 
explaining it as ‘djelovanje u smislu intelektualne integracije Evrope, u užem 
smislu,i stvaranje dodira među intelektualcima u širem, planetarnom smis-
lu’[acting so as to contribute to European intellectual integration in partic-
ular, as well as to establish contacts among the intellectuals of the world in 
general] (Jakšić 2007, 218), and that is precisely one of the effects of the 
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afterword. What is more, Fanon’s understanding of revolution corresponds 
to the Praxis Group’s understanding that ‘the practical form of transcen-
dence in history is  revolution ’ (Marković and Petrović 1979, xxxiii; original 
emphasis), an understanding which emphasises Fanon’s conflicting position 
with the Marxism espoused by the USSR. In the year of the translation’s 
publication, the Yugoslav network of humanist Marxist intellectuals was 
still very active and, although under political pressure, still tolerated by the 
authorities, who appreciated its international impact. On the other hand, 
both the review and especially Mikecin’s afterword offer significant insight 
into the structure and the specifics of the ideologies of the countries of the 
Third World, providing the Yugoslav audience with a necessary insight into 
the domain of international affairs, in which Yugoslavia actively partici-
pated. Fanon as an Algerian revolutionary would be particularly import-
ant for official foreign policy, bearing in mind that Yugoslavia offered both 
diplomatic and military support for the Algerian struggle for independence. 
More importantly, recognising and accepting differences between the coun-
tries participating in the Non-Aligned Movement was one of the fundamen-
tal points of departure between the foreign policies of Yugoslavia and the 
USSR as socialist countries (cf. Rubinstein 1970). 

  Sociologija Revolucije, Ogledi o Alžirskoj I Afričkoj Revoluciji  
[Sociology of Revolution: Essays on Algerian and African 
Revolution], 1977 

 Although the core of the Yugoslav critical thinking network were the 
scholars from Zagreb, the influence of the Praxis Group was considerable 
and extended to Belgrade intellectuals and academics who represented its 
so-called ‘drugi krug’ [second circle] (Olujić and Stojaković 2012). Many 
journals shared the humanist Marxist approach and overlapped in the 
scope of topics; the student journal  Ideje,  founded in 1970, was probably 
the most prominent in maintaining the tradition of a critical approach and 
played a significant role in disseminating ideas between the Marxist East 
and the Marxist West in the 1970s and 1980s. Based in Belgrade, but with 
an all-Yugoslav appeal and a readership comprising not only the elite of 
established scholars or higher party officials but primarily intellectuals of 
younger generations, the journal had an indisputable nationwide impact. 
Its first editor-in-chief, Vladimir Gligorov, in his opening editorial of the 
first issue, positions the journal as a ‘Yugoslav student journal’, explain-
ing that what makes it  Yugoslav  is its position as a place of gathering for 
the contributors from any part of Yugoslavia, and what makes it  student  is 
not liaisons with a particular student movement but its role in facilitating 
the cooperation of students and providing an in-depth analytical approach 
which was to be the base of their philosophy (Gligorov 1970).  7   Indeed, the 
journal grew into a major hub for a number of interesting and unconven-
tional texts as well as authors, published either in the journal itself or in 
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one of its book series: Biblioteka Ideje (published by Radnička štampa), 
Mala edicija Ideja [Minor Edition] (published by Mladost, Belgrade), and 
Velika edicija Ideja [Major Edition] (various publishers). Similar to the projects 
of Stvarnost in Zagreb, these were publishing projects with impressive circu-
lations, conducted in collaboration with major publishing houses.  8   Up until 
1974,  Ideje  was published under the auspices of the Student Federation Con-
ference, which, although under a watchful eye, was still a group that experi-
enced less ideological pressure and was tolerated despite the introduction of 
new and provocative topics and areas—psychoanalysis, existentialism and 
phenomenology—and their involvement with the problems encountered in 
the practical aspects of self-government.  9    Ideje  became an integral part of 
the all-Yugoslav intellectual movement which aimed to introduce traditions 
of the Western capitalist world and to juxtapose them with the phenomena 
of socialist practice. Therefore we may conclude that the journal was far too 
open to be in line with the official party rhetoric that insisted on maintaining 
distance, or ‘emancipation’, from the corrupt and alienated thought of the 
bourgeois West. 

 In 1976, the editorial board of the series Biblioteka Ideje approached Vera 
Vratuša, then a young scholar working on her master’s thesis on Frantz 
Fanon’s theory and practice, and asked her to create a compilation of 
Fanon’s yet-untranslated texts and translate them into Serbo-Croatian.  10   As 
a result, Biblioteka Ideje offered a comprehensive overview of Fanon’s texts, 
published under the title  Sociologija revolucije: Ogledi o alžirskoj i afričkoj 
revoluciji  [Sociology of Revolution: Essays on Algerian and African Revolu-
tion] in 1977. It contains eight chapters from three of Fanon’s books:  Peau 
noire, masques blancs  (ed. Seuil, Paris, 1952),  L’An V de la révolution algéri-
enne  (Maspero, 2nd ed. 1968) and  Pour la révolution africaine  (Maspero, 
2nd ed. 1975). Vratuša, who also edited the volume and wrote the introduc-
tion, translated the introduction and first two chapters of  L’An V  herself, 
while the remaining chapters in the anthology were translated by a team of 
expert translators: Jovan Petković (who also translated Che Guevara’s  Le 
Socialisme et l’homme ), Ibrahim Begović and Dušan Lukač (a professor of 
political sciences at Belgrade University). It was published in a distinctive 
small hardcover format with textured covers and an image of a red seal on 
the front cover, as were all other titles published in the same book series 
over the years. 

 Since Vratuša was a Fanon scholar, her introduction to  Sociologija revolu-
cije  is of particular importance for understanding the key issues guiding her 
choice of texts and Fanon’s position in the wider context of Yugoslav schol-
arship. In her introduction to the compilation, Vratuša positions Fanon’s 
texts in the core of the literature related to the study of social change, and 
she offers an overview of the selection of the texts included in the compi-
lation (Vratuša 1977). She structures Fanon’s thought into three periods 
related to the topics developed in the three books published during his life-
time  (Peau noire, masques blancs, L’An V de la révolution algérienne  and 
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 Les Damnés de la terre) . In order to provide a biographical context for the 
developing thought of  L’An V,  Vratuša offers a selection of data based on 
Mikecin’s afterword to the translation of  Les Damnés  and on the studies of 
Renate Zahar and David Caute, with a footnote pointing to further studies 
by Pierre Bouvier, Peter Geisman and Irene Gendzier, offering more insight 
into Fanon’s life and work. The editor particularly focuses on the problem of 
alienation and on Fanon’s understanding of objectivity (given that  Peau noire  
was written in the first person and based on personal experience), which is 
consistent with the Yugoslav Marxist humanist approach. Regarding  L’An V,  
Vratuša emphasises its theoretical discussion about correlations between dif-
ferent planes of revolutionary changes, namely the ‘revolucionarne borbe 
za nezavisnost i promena u kulturnoj i mentalnoj sferi revolucije’ [revolu-
tionary struggle for independence and the changes in cultural and mental 
domains] (1977, 14) of the population of Algeria. In addition to cultural 
issues, the editor elaborates on the issues of nationalism and the process of 
nation-building in the (post/neo-) colonial African context, and in her final 
sections of the introduction she addresses the problem of violence in Fanon’s 
works. She explains that Fanon’s early texts rely on Hegel’s master-slave 
dialectics, while in  L’An V  Fanon renounces and condemns ‘slepi terror koji 
postaje sam sebi cilj’ [blind terror which becomes its own purpose] (Vratuša 
1977, 26), concluding that regardless of the fact that Fanon positions vio-
lence within the political, rather than economic, sphere of domination, he 
rightfully views violence as an integral part of the colonial system, and she 
quotes from the translation of  Les Damnés,  explaining that violence muti-
lates both the perpetrator and the victim (Fanon 1973, 192–94). In her con-
clusion, Vratuša declares Fanon as one of the first thinkers looking at issues 
of not only anti-colonial but also anti-imperialist struggles, observing the 
colonial world as a whole and not restricting its problems to the domains 
of strictly delineated boundaries of different sciences or geographies. She 
invites the reader to observe Fanon as one of the first scholars who attempts 
to articulate problems theoretically from the perspective of peoples strug-
gling for independence and social progress and to make an effort to under-
stand his vision. 

 The structure of the compilation is rather complex, which was justified by 
the intention of creating an overview of the key points of Fanon’s thought, 
with the title of the compilation corresponding to the source most repre-
sented,  Sociologie d’une révolution (L’An V de la révolution algérienne) . 
However, because of its complex structure, the publication is quite close 
to being an anthology. The eight chapters included in the translation offer 
information on the source publications and the translator in the footnote, 
yet the original titles of the source chapters are not provided.  11   

 In a review of the compilation published in the Zagreb journal  Časopis 
za suvremenu povijest  [Magazine of contemporary history] in 1980, the 
historian Igor Graovac commends the efforts of the editor, yet objects to the 
piecemeal approach of the volume, concluding that Fanon’s work becomes 
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far too fragmented to be duly appreciated by the audience. In terms of trans-
lation, Graovac comments on the fact that the presence of the definite article 
in the French title  (L’An V de  la  révolution algérienne)  [Year 5 of  the  Alge-
rian revolution], something which indicates that Fanon was elaborating on 
aspects of a specific revolution of which he had first-hand knowledge, has 
been disregarded in Biblioteka Ideje’s version. Graovac argues that the trans-
lated title,  Sociologija revolucije  [Sociology of revolution], shifts focus and 
readers’ expectations from the Algerian revolution in particular to thought 
about the sociology of revolution in general. In addition, the review offers 
a detailed overview of the content of the book chapters and concludes with 
an explanation that it is necessary to have a comprehensive overview of 
Fanon’s texts, since many critics mistakenly foreground aspects of Fanon’s 
work which are interpreted as contradictory, without recognising that his 
interpretations actually mirror some of the contradictions of our times. He 
ends with a remark that Fanon has been in the spotlight ‘zbog slobode u 
mišljenju, postignutih rezultata u istraživanjima i spremnosti da teze nepre-
kidno provjerava, te da od njih i odustaje ako se pokažu suprotnima stvar-
nosti’ [because of his freedom of thought, because of the results his research 
offered and because of his determination to re-evaluate his theses over and 
over again, and especially his willingness to reject them at the point when 
they become contrary to reality] (Graovac 1980, 190). 

 Concluding Remarks 

 The Stvarnost publishing house in Zagreb, with its series  Svijet suvremene 
stvarnosti,  along with the Belgrade journal  Ideje  and its book series, rep-
resented some of the most significant projects of the Yugoslav intellectual 
elite in the 1970s and 1980s. At the time, translations of major left-wing 
authors were instrumental in providing the basis for constructing an alterna-
tive thinking to the rigid dogmatic perspective of the positivist framework. 
The projects allowed influences and ideas from outside the socialist world, 
but also from Yugoslav intellectuals, to be widely available, especially to 
a wider academic audience. Yugoslav scholars, such as Vjekoslav Mikecin 
and Vera Vratuša, initiated and realised the publishing projects discussed 
here, assuming active roles in the process, and consequently took critical 
positions outside the centre of dominant political power. Their voices were 
not only present in the choice of works to be translated, but even more so 
through their own scholarly work, and in the preliminary and subsequent 
framing of the translations within Yugoslav critical thought, which made 
them key agents in configuring the positions from which new ideas were to 
be observed, discussed, accepted or rejected. 

 Tracing Fanon’s work in translation in Yugoslavia confirms his relevance 
as a scholar and a revolutionary within the Yugoslav academic critical 
framework, where his ideas were perceived and presented as socialist and at 
least partly Marxist, which determined Fanon’s position as much as did his 
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anti-colonial struggle in Africa. Rather than associating Fanon with political 
or geographical entities, the editors of  Prezreni na svijetu  and of  Sociologija 
revolucije  both chose to emphasise his humanist position and his efforts 
in the process of liberation as the most valuable of his ideas. It was a step 
towards placing Fanon among those thinkers whose work is expected to 
have a lasting influence. 

 How far in space and in time this influence actually reached outside the 
intellectual circles mentioned is very difficult to determine. In Yugoslavia at 
the time the translations were published, the available evidence points to a 
conclusion that the publications were widely available, that the publishers 
were renowned and that the circulation of the titles was significant enough 
for the texts to be present nationwide. According to the paratexts, Fanon’s 
treatment of the topics of human liberation, revolution and violence seems 
to have had more immediate impact in the 1970s, with interest waning in the 
1980s, a period of new polemics which brought new challenges to Yugoslav 
society and its intellectual elite. Consequently, it is difficult to assess the 
potential impact of Fanon’s texts today in the West Balkans region, since the 
legacy of Yugoslav critical thinkers, especially some of those of the Praxis 
Group, is rather compromised in the aftermath of the civil war. In addition, 
the translations of Fanon’s texts into Croato-Serbian or Serbo-Croatian, as is 
the case with most of the other translations from the series mentioned above, 
were never reissued, due to the fact that almost all of the large Yugoslav 
publishing houses found themselves in difficulties for different reasons and 
went out of business with the advent of capitalism, leaving behind, among 
other issues, a tangle of unresolved copyright. Radical changes affected aca-
demia as well. For one thing, we may observe from the paratexts and from 
the texts published around the same time as Fanon’s that it was customary in 
academic circles to directly access resources in the languages of the originals. 
Today, in the newer academic production, resources are overwhelmingly 
sought in English (whether written in English or translations into English) 
and papers referring to Fanon, dedicated mostly to postcolonial studies, gen-
erally refer neither to original texts in French nor to Yugoslav translations 
of Fanon’s works, but rather to the English translations. On the other hand, 
interest in Fanon’s work seems to be renewed, as suggested by the reissued 
translation of  Les Damnés  in 2010, as well as the latest addition to Fanon’s 
works in translation in the West Balkans region: the translation of  Peau 
noir, masques blancs  into Serbian as  Crna koža, bele maske  in 2015 by Olja 
Petronić, published by a small independent house, Mediterran Publishing, 
from Novi Sad. 

 Fanon in Poland 

 This section explores the Polish reception of Frantz Fanon, examining two 
book translations completed to date: the 1962 translation of  L’An V de la 
revolution algérienne  and the translation of  Les Damnés de la terre  from 
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1985.  12   The translations are analysed in the context of contemporary pol-
itics, including Poland’s policy of ‘solidarity and aid’ towards the Third 
World (at its peak in the 1960s when the translation of  L’An V  appeared) 
and the anti-Communist Solidarność movement in the 1980s, i.e. the decade 
when  Les Damnés  was published in Polish. Like the whole chapter, the sec-
tion contributes to recent analyses of the Cold War period which criticise 
a reductive view of Third World actors as ‘mere pawns in a larger conflict’ 
(Tolliver 2014, 382) and attempts to map interactions between the so-called 
Second and Third Worlds, seeking traces of alliances or ‘alternative soli-
darities’ (380). The piece also adds to a body of case studies that draw on 
translation to improve our understanding of specific subjugations, struggles 
and solidarities, as well as the surrounding discourses, in their historical 
periods, multilingual contexts and transnational dimensions (e.g. Simon and 
St-Pierre 2000; Tymoczko and Gentzler 2002; Tymoczko 2010). More spe-
cifically, to shed light on situated, local reinterpretations of anti-colonial 
and postcolonial discourses, I examine how Fanon’s intervention into Cold 
War politics was translated and received in Poland, asking how his Marxist 
vocabulary and anti-imperialist stance influenced the reception of his work 
and whether his revolutionary ideas could have appealed to anti-Communist 
dissidents. I begin with a glimpse into the political climate and relevant 
publishing tradition, then comment on the two translations—examining  Les 
Damnés  in more detail—and, finally, consider Fanon’s Polish reception. 

 A brief outline of Poland’s internal affairs is relevant for discussing 
Fanon’s Polish fortunes. Poland, unlike Yugoslavia, was a Soviet satellite 
country until 1989, when the opposition won a historic power-sharing 
compromise and the USSR began to dissolve. Party  13   rule met with various 
forms of resistance in both Yugoslavia and Poland, although attitudes to 
Marxism differed. Even though the political left had a rich tradition in 
pre-war Poland, Marxism-Leninism was imposed by a puppet government 
of Soviet-trained Polish Communists backed by the Red Army in 1945. It 
remained the official ideology for nearly fifty years: a time of terror and 
thaws, promises and protests, but also human dilemmas and dramas that 
escape easy summaries. 

 With grand ideals on its banners, the new system was not without appeal, 
e.g. to some left-leaning intellectuals (Miłosz 1953), lower-class individu-
als facing unprecedented opportunities of social advancement, and others 
ready to adjust in exchange for the basic stability the party promised (but 
not always provided). There were periods when at least sections of society 
strove for normality of sorts, carving out some private space and negotiating 
the state-controlled public sphere. Besides, after the protests that erupted in 
Poznań in 1956 and in the shipyards of Gdynia and Gdańsk in 1970, some 
Poles lent more or less reserved support to new party leaders, who vowed 
a clean break from their predecessors’ policies. Significantly, the translation 
of  L’An V  appeared in 1962, after the post-1956 thaw but before party rule 
faced more coordinated opposition. 
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 It must also be stressed that Poles suffered from state terror (especially during 
Stalinism, 1948–1956), economic crises, injustice and incompetence that par-
alysed social life. Many opposed the party, whose corrupt Kremlin-controlled 
elite was increasingly estranged from society. Moreover, state ideology—
imposed on society through bite-sized propaganda chunks and often at pain-
ful odds with political practice—was treated by many as a facade of foreign 
oppression.  14   The two waves of protest, in 1956 and 1970, were contained 
through force and short-lived economic and political concessions. How-
ever, by the late 1970s, the opposition had evolved into a ‘tacit alliance of 
workers, intelligentsia and Church’ (Ash 2002, 27), laying a foundation for 
Solidarność: a trade union registered in 1980, which grew into a ten-million-
strong social movement within a year. The party imposed martial law to 
crush Solidarność (1981–1983), but the movement survived repressions and 
subsequent years of political stalemate. Published in 1985, the translation 
of  Les Damnés  appeared at a time of turmoil, as the discontents of the ear-
lier decades escalated into direct confrontation. Solidarność is often remem-
bered as a unified anti-Communist front and while this ‘myth’ (Walicki 
2014, 63) overlooks dissidents indebted to leftist thought, anti-Communism 
was indeed an influential position, which prevailed by the late 1980s (90). 
The ideological polarisation in Poland, where the opposition was overall 
more negative towards Marxism than in Yugoslavia, matters for discussing 
Fanon’s reception. 

 Another important context is Poland’s foreign and cultural policy towards 
Algeria and the Third World. The overall orientation was similar to Yugosla-
via’s. Encapsulated in the slogan ‘solidarity and aid’ (Pałyga 1986, 111), the 
policy comprised political support for decolonisation, some economic and 
technological assistance, as well as cultural exchange. Poland denounced 
colonialism at United Nations forums and established diplomatic rela-
tionships with independent postcolonial countries. For instance, Poland’s 
embassy in Algiers opened as early as August 10, 1962 (Knopek 2006, 
145). In the 1960s, the Committee of Solidarity with the Nations of Asia, 
Africa and Latin America was founded to endorse struggle against ‘Western 
imperialism’ (Szyr 1982, 2); Polish journalists such as Ryszard Kapuściński 
travelled to report from Cold War interest zones; and a dedicated monthly 
 Kontynenty  [Continents] was launched to provide politicised commen-
tary and illustrated information on ‘exotic’ places. All the interest in Third 
World liberation coincided with foreign policy agendas, while in domestic 
discourses, colonialism was a near-synonym of imperialist capitalism, reso-
nating with Cold War propaganda. 

 Translations from the Third World cannot be separated from political 
agendas, even if they should not be reduced to the role of a political tool 
either. In the more ideologically charged period of the late 1940s and 1950s, 
Polish publishers commissioned translations of anti-colonial non-fiction (by 
Aimé Cesairé, Kwame Nkrumah and Gandhi) and socially engaged novels 
from India (e.g. by Mulk Raj Anand) and South Africa (e.g. Peter Abrahams). 
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Some of the publishing choices from later decades also seem to correlate 
with the official ideology, as realist depictions of social inequality dominated 
Indian translations (Kuczkiewicz-Fraś 2005, 363–364), while the number of 
titles from Algeria—a site and symbol of anti-colonial struggle—outnumbered 
books from other Third World countries. It would, however, be reductive 
to assume that narrowly understood politics fully explain the presence of 
postcolonial literature in Poland. As I show in an extensive reception study, 
postcolonial texts were also selected and read for their informative value, 
perceived exoticism (combined with a ‘universal’ appeal) and, to some 
extent, aesthetic qualities and a sense of similarity between postcolonial and 
Polish experiences (Gołuch 2013). Moreover, literature of social protest and 
texts criticising imperialism did play a seminal role in postcolonial writing, 
so the selection does not seem unrepresentative. 

 The flow of translations from the Third World was steady but remained 
modest, so translations of Fanon added to an existing but slim body of 
writing. Algerian authors were relatively well represented: ten books had 
appeared before the Polish  Les Damnés  (1985), including, for example, 
four titles by Mohammed Dib and two by Mouloud Feraoun. This can be 
compared to only five titles from Egypt and the Maghreb translated from 
Arabic in the same period, including e.g. works by the Egyptian author 
Naguib Mahfouz and the Syrian author Ghada al-Samman (whose hus-
band, interestingly, published  Les Damnés  in Arabic; see  Chapter Four , this 
volume), eight titles from the whole of Francophone sub-Saharan Africa 
(including two novels by the Cameroonian author Mongo Beti and one by 
Camara Laye, from Guinea, and Sembène Ousmane, from Senegal), and a 
total of ten by Anglophone writers from West and East Africa (inclusive 
of Nigerian novels by Cyprian Ekwensi, Chinua Achebe and Wole Soy-
inka).  15   At the same time, postcolonial writing constituted but a fraction of 
all literature translated into Polish: just under one hundred titles by Afri-
can, Indian, Caribbean and Middle Eastern authors published in the 1970s 
and 1980s counted for less than 1.5% of all translations from the two 
decades (Gołuch 2013), and the percentage may have been lower before 
1970. I have presented postcolonial translations as a context for Fanon but 
his books belong to other contexts too; for example, they can be counted 
among political commentaries on Algeria or seen as a contribution to the 
history of ideas. 

  Algieria Zrzuca Zasłonę (L’An V de la révolution algérienne),  1962 

 The translation of  L’An V  by Zygmunt Szymański came out in the year of 
Algerian independence but the publication project must have been in progress 
during the war; it constituted a timely commentary on decolonisation and 
counted among several publications on Algeria in Polish. The translation was 
published by Iskry, which specialised in reportage, travel writing and youth 
literature and, like all publishing houses at the time, was state owned. It was 
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titled, after the chapter ‘L’Algérie se dévoile’,  Algieria zrzuca zasłonę  [Algeria 
is removing the veil/unveiling], which sounds more general than the original 
book title, with its chronicle-like reference to the fifth year of the war. To a 
reader unaware of the political importance of the veil during the conflict, it 
may also sound more intriguing by evoking an Orientalist fascination with the 
veil (the fact that the Polish noun ‘Algieria’ is feminine intensifies a gendered 
reading of the title). Prior to translating  L’An V,  Szymański had, in a short 
period of time, translated from French several books on the conflict (Lentin 
1959; Servan-Schreiber 1960; Roy 1961) and authored a book himself (Szy-
mański 1961). In a preface he wrote for his translation of Albert-Paul Lentin’s 
 L’Algérie des colonels,  Szymański mentions that he was in Paris in 1958 as a 
correspondent for  Życie Warszawy,  an important daily newspaper (Szymański 
1959). The stance Szymański conveys in that preface reflects the official for-
eign policy of support for Algerians—as would be expected of a representative 
of state-controlled press abroad, irrespective of the merits of the actual policy. 

 The translation of  L’An V  contains a short, unsigned preface, which reveals 
very significant information regarding Fanon in Poland, as well as an after-
word signed by Szymański. The preface begins with a statement that Fanon 
intended to adapt the text for Polish translation: the final chapter was to 
be revised to provide relevant context for the Polish readership. The revela-
tion is followed by a dramatic statement, ‘Niestety’ [Unfortunately], which 
appears as an unconventional one-word paragraph. The rest of the preface 
narrates Fanon’s funeral and outlines his role in the Algerian revolution. 
I would attribute the preface to Szymański because it demonstrates thor-
ough knowledge of the subject and stylistically resembles the afterword 
(Szymański 1962). Given that Szymański spent time in France and followed 
anti-colonial struggles in North Africa, he could have been in touch with 
Fanon or his circles regarding authorial revisions for the Polish edition. Fur-
ther research is required to understand Fanon’s possible involvement in the 
project but this statement signals a history of exchanges between Third and 
Second World actors, showing translation to be a catalyst for closer contacts 
and translators to be active cultural mediators. 

 In the afterword, Szymański discusses the genesis of the war and changes 
to French policies. The piece is punctuated with statements reminiscent of 
Communist rhetoric; for example, he refers to ‘French imperialism’ and 
praises French Communists for supporting the Algerian cause (1962, 177). 
Interestingly, Szymański also authored a pamphlet on European security for 
party ideological training, which is fraught with propagandistic elements. 
For example, one learns that in the 1930s the USSR was calling for peace 
and disarmament (Szymański 1966, 2).  16   The party booklet may suggest 
Szymański supported the system because while ideologically ‘correct’ phras-
ing appeared in many contemporary publications and did not necessarily 
signify an uncritical support for the official politics (Romek 2000), these 
party materials were tools of ideological indoctrination. At the same time, 
such speculations must be tentative in the absence of full biographical data. 
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  Wyklęty Lud Ziemi (Les Damnés de la terre),  1985 

 While  L’An V  appeared in Polish only three years after its French publi-
cation, almost a quarter of a century passed between  Les Damnés  and its 
Polish edition,  Wyklęty lud ziemi . The book was published in 1985 by a 
reputable publisher of belles-lettres and non-fiction, PIW (Państwowy Ins-
tytut Wydawniczy, or State Publishing Institute), in the prestigious series 
Biblioteka Myśli Współczesnej [Library of Contemporary Thought]. The 
series features major authors in contemporary humanities and natural sci-
ence, such as Theodor Adorno, Michel Foucault and Thomas Kuhn, and is 
addressed to both academics and a more general readership. It is sometimes 
called ‘the infinity series’ due to its recognisable plain cover featuring the 
infinity sign, ‘∞’. Overall,  Les Damnés  was presented to a Polish reader as a 
theoretical contribution of lasting importance,  17   and not a timely commen-
tary on decolonisation, like the 1962 translation of  L’An V . 

 The Polish edition followed the original chapter order; Sartre’s preface was 
included as an afterword and a preface was written by Elżbieta Rekłajtis, 
a scholar specialising in North Africa and the Middle East.  18   Rekłajtis was 
the author and editor of several books, including  Być narodem: problemy 
kultury współczesnej Algierii  [Being a Nation: Problems of Contemporary 
Algeria’s Culture] (1971), published by the prestigious Polskie Wydawnic-
two Naukowe, or Polish Scientific Publishers. Interestingly, Rekłajtis also 
published an article about Algeria in the monthly  Więź  (1974), which was 
one of very few independent, oppositional press outlets at the time and 
whose editor-in-chief Tadeusz Mazowiecki became one of the pillars of Sol-
idarność. The article offers a detailed summary of a 1973 book by Jean 
Offredo,  Algérie: Avec ou sans la France  [Algeria: With or Without France], 
presenting it as an accessible critique of exploitative French policies towards 
independent Algeria. Rekłajtis clearly endorses Offredo’s arguments for eco-
nomic and political relations based on mutual respect and benefit; she does 
so without resorting to the Manichean clichés of a progressive Third World 
and corrupt imperialists that often plagued the official discourse. An aca-
demic who wrote for an oppositional magazine, Rekłajtis seems to present a 
different profile from Szymański, who introduced Polish readers to Fanon’s 
earlier book. 

 The introduction by Rekłajtis is informed and informative, with multiple 
references to French-language sources, as well as a Russian source (Gordon 
1977, discussed below), and no echoes of Communist propaganda. Stress-
ing that Fanon’s life was interwoven with his writing, Rekłajtis narrates, 
often in a gripping historic present, Fanon’s clinical practice and the related 
reflections on psychological and sociological topics; his disappointment 
with Négritude, as recorded in  Peau noire;  the severing of ties with France 
and a growing emphasis on national belonging, first signalled in his articles 
for  El Moudjahid  and in  L’An V;  and his further involvement in the Alge-
rian revolution and the evolving idea of violence as an antidote for colonial 
objectification, which found its expression in  Les Damnés . 
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 Rekłajtis also notes that Fanon was concerned about the dangers ahead 
for Algerians, seeing socialism as a way to secure a genuine independence 
from the metropolis. Interestingly, she specifies that Fanon’s understanding 
of socialism was ‘szczególne’ [particular] and quotes the following passage 
from Fanon’s text: 

 Trzeci świat nie powinien poprzestać na określeniu się względem war-
tości już zastanych. Przeciwnie, powinien wydobywać swoje wartości, 
stwarzać inne metody i własny styl. Problem nie polega na dokonaniu—
za wszelką cenę—wyboru między socjalizmem i kapitalizmem  tak, jak 
zostały one zdefiniowane przez ludzi innych kontynentów i epok  (Rekła-
jtis 1985, 13; after Fanon 1985, 66; her emphasis). 

 [The Third World should not be limited to defining itself against exist-
ing values. On the contrary, it should recover its values, create other 
methods and its own style. The issue is not to make—at all cost—a 
choice between socialism and capitalism,  as they have been defined by 
people of other continents and periods .] 

 Rekłajtis may have emphasised the final clause to reinforce her point about 
the ‘particular’ character of Fanon’s socialism. The emphasis should also 
alert the reader that Fanon was a proponent of Third World Marxism, rec-
ognising that ‘the classical formulations must be modified in the colonial 
arena’ (Young 2001, 278). Yet, given that she wrote to readers  in a socialist 
country,  who had just lived through a period of martial law under a Com-
munist general, she may have been distinguishing between Fanon’s vision 
and Polish or Soviet socialism (which, probably, was what Fanon meant by 
socialism as defined in a different continent). The distinction may have been 
intended to persuade readers that Fanon’s ideas differed from the version 
of socialism contested in Poland and prevent a reductive reading of Fanon 
as a pro-USSR ideologue. This example demonstrates how local ideological 
contexts—here marked by social attitudes to Marxism—engender diverse 
readings of (translated) anti-colonial classics, destabilising any notion of a 
homogenous anti-colonial or postcolonial discourse. 

  Les Damnés:  The Translator’s Perspective 

 The Polish translation was completed by Hanna Tygielska. An experienced 
translator from Spanish and French in 1985, today Tygielska counts among 
the most esteemed literary translators from French. She translated such 
well-known writers as Colette, Raymond Queneau, Georges Simenon and 
J. M. G. Le Clézio, and received the prestigious  Literatura na Świecie  prize 
for translators in 2010. Asked in an interview conducted for this chap-
ter about the genesis of the Fanon project, she recalled that she had been 
approached by the publisher. She noted that PIW’s editors were well read 
in several languages, so they would have been aware of the book and its 
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French reception; it remains unclear why it was chosen at that particular 
time. Tygielska became involved in the project because she valued an oppor-
tunity to work with an excellent editor (whose name escapes her, nor is it 
listed in the book), although she did not develop a personal attachment to 
the book (Tygielska 2015). 

 Regarding the translation process, Hanna Tygielska remembers it as ‘przy-
goda’ [an adventure]. The editorial norm was to create fluent texts of high 
literary quality and Fanon presented a challenge: the original, Tygielska says, 
was full of ‘drzazgi’ [splinters], at times it was not ‘potoczysty’ [fluent, flow-
ing] but ‘szarpany’ [rough, rugged]. She would suggest rendering marked 
French passages in a similarly marked way but her suggestions would be 
vetoed by the editor, herself a reader of French. She could not recall exam-
ples from the text but mentioned that the translation of the title was dis-
cussed with the editor. Tygielska suggested using an exact quotation: the first 
two words from the Polish  L’Internationale,  ‘Wyklęty powstań’ [wretched/
damned, arise], which creates an elliptical effect and evokes the full line of 
the song. Yet, she agreed with the editor’s preference for a more conventional 
title, ‘wyklęty lud ziemi’ [the wretched/damned people of the earth], which 
still draws on the opening line, ‘Wyklęty powstań ludu ziemi’ [wretched/
damned, arise (ye) people of the earth] (Tygielska 2015). Both versions are 
evocative because the anthem was sung at schools and state-sponsored cel-
ebrations, where citizens’ attendance was expected and, in some periods, 
scrupulously monitored. 

 This leads to a question about the sorts of responses the intertextual title 
and the book itself may have received in 1980s Poland. The translator did 
not think  Les Damnés  was directly relevant to the Polish reader at the time 
because Poland had ‘inne problemy’ [other problems]. Moreover, she noted, 
these included ‘ogromne kłopoty z przemocą’ [enormous problems with 
violence]—she must have been referring primarily to the martial law of 1981 
to 1983 and continuing repressions—and Fanon’s justification of violence 
seemed moot to her. Even though she found his motives understandable, she 
believes that, ultimately, ‘rewolucja pożera swoje dzieci’ [revolution devours 
its children] and ‘przemoc rodzi tylko przemoc’ [violence begets only vio-
lence] (Tygielska 2015). Some of the leading figures of the Polish opposition 
shared this belief, as I show later in the section. 

 Tygielska also mentioned that, from a Polish perspective, the geopolitical 
panorama in Fanon’s work seemed to lack any recognition of the atrocities 
committed east of the Iron Curtain by Communist regimes. She immediately 
added that it was Fanon’s right to focus fully on denouncing colonial atroci-
ties in Africa; yet, she believes that a Polish reader could not have helped but 
make such a comparison. Moreover, she suggested that Fanon’s pro-socialist 
stance was unlikely to appeal to a broader readership: the ‘Marxist’ label 
would put readers off. Similarly, it was her impression that to contempo-
rary Polish readers the terms ‘imperialism’ and ‘colonialism’ in Fanon’s text 
may have evoked state propaganda because they had been so abused by 
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the official discourse they ‘straciły swój sens’ [lost their meaning] (Tygiel-
ska 2015). In other words, the anti-colonial import of the book may have 
been tainted by the instrumental representations of the Third World in state 
propaganda. 

  Les Damnés:  The Translation 

 A comparative analysis of the section ‘De la violence’ (Fanon 1961, 29–79; 
Fanon 1985, 19–71; Fanon 2004, 1–62) reveals that the Polish transla-
tion of  Les Damnés  is overall close to the original in stylistic and semantic 
terms. Although the translator mentioned editorial norms of fluency and 
indeed worked within the boundaries of general correctness and idioma-
ticity, she recreated much of the narrative rhythm, characteristic rhetoric 
and captivating imagery of Fanon. For example, Tygielska keeps Fanon’s 
sentence divisions almost all the time, recreating also non-standard short 
sentences such as the syntactic staccato from a passage about the treatment 
of Third World leaders during the Cold War: ‘on les courtise. On leur offre 
des fleurs. On les invite. Disons-le, on se les arrache’  19   (62)—‘uwodzi się 
ich. Wręcza kwiaty. Zaprasza. Są rozchwytywani’ [One woos them. Gives 
flowers. Invites. They are sought after] (53). The translation maintains the 
stylistic heterogeneity of the original, rendering closely philosophical termi-
nology (‘la praxis absolue’  20   (63)—‘ praxis  absolutna’ (55)), classical refer-
ences (‘épée de Damoclès’  21   (41)—‘miecz Damoklesa’ (33)), colloquialisms 
(‘je l’emmerde’  22   (36)—‘mam go gdzieś’ [to hell with him; lit. ‘I’ve got him 
somewhere’] (27)), and marked collocations; e.g. ‘montagne de puérilité’  23   
(48)—‘Himalaje naiwności’ [Himalayas of puerility] (39). 

 There are occasional shifts towards a more literary and impersonal tone 
but they are far too rare to redefine Fanon’s voice. For instance, ‘La violence 
hisse le peuple à la hauteur du leader’ (70), rendered closely in Richard Phil-
cox’s translation as ‘Violence hoists the people up to the level of the leader’ 
(5), becomes ‘Przemoc wynosi cały naród  na piedestał  przywódcy [violence 
puts the nation/people up  on the pedestal  of the leader] (62; emphasis 
added), where ‘pedestal’ is more literary than ‘level’. Another example of 
a rare shift is the following passage: ‘Nous avons vu que cette violence . . . 
tourne à vide. Nous l’avons vue canalisée par les décharges émotionnelles 
de la danse ou de la possession. Nous l’avons vue s’épuiser en luttes fratri-
cides’  24   (45), translated as ‘Zatem agresywność . . . do niczego nie prowadzi: 
rozładowuje się w tańcu lub opętaniu; gaśnie w bratobójczych walkach’ 
[So aggression . . . leads nowhere: it is released through dance or posses-
sion; it fades away in fratricidal struggles] (36). The removal of discur-
sive first-person references (which are normally retained, e.g. Fanon 1961, 
36, 55; Fanon 1985, 27, 47) and the syntactic revision result in a more 
impersonal, condensed and stylistically transparent passage. To repeat, this 
example represents an exception rather than a rule because in most places 
Fanon’s style has been recreated. 
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 References to violence, which the translator mentioned in the interview, 
are rendered closely. For example, the well-known statement ‘la violence 
désintoxique’ [violence detoxifies] (70) has been translated as ‘przemoc jest 
odtrutką’ [violence is an antidote] (62). ‘Odtrutka’ comprises a stem of the 
word for ‘poison’ and the prefix ‘od-’, here signifying reversal, whereby the 
translation retains the connotation that something harmful occurs, trigger-
ing counter-action; a connotation that is not as apparent in the English ren-
dition ‘violence is a cleansing force’ (51). The translator uses the standard 
equivalent ‘przemoc’ for ‘la violence’ in most cases, although occasionally 
a synonym is introduced, presumably for stylistic reasons. ‘Agresywność’ 
[aggression], from a passage quoted in the previous paragraph, is one exam-
ple; another is ‘gwałt’—a word of German origin, signifying also ‘rape’ and 
‘haste, chaos’,  25   which in its meaning of ‘violence’ seems more literary than 
‘przemoc’.  26   It appeared for instance in the literary collocation ‘Świadomość 
rozjaśniona  blaskiem gwałtu ’ [consciousness lit up with a  glow of violence ] 
(62–63; emphasis added), used to translate ‘Illuminée par la violence, la con-
science .  .  .’ [lit up/enlightened by violence, the consciousness  .  .  .] (70). 
My impression is that ‘gwałt’ makes the phrase stylistically more acceptable 
and possibly poeticises the passage as the connotations of brutality are less 
prominent; ‘blask przemocy’ [glow of violence] would create a striking jux-
taposition of a ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ concept. 

 Culturally and politically inflected terms also merit a brief comment. 
Marxist terminology was rendered using established Polish terms; e.g. ‘super-
structure’ (37) became ‘nadbudowa’ (27). Passages discussing Second World 
countries were translated very closely. (Interesting details of a Russian ver-
sion are offered later in the chapter.) Regarding cultural terms, the translation 
offers brief footnotes for some words derived from Arabic; e.g. the borrowing 
‘djemaa’ (38) was carried over as ‘ dżemaa ’ (italicised and partly Polonised to 
guide pronunciation), footnoted as ‘(arab.) zgromadzenie’ [(Arabic) meeting/
congregation] (28). Other footnoted terms include e.g. ‘médina’ (32; 22) or 
‘confréries maraboutiques’ (70; 62). The translator recalled she would only 
footnote terms which she needed to check herself; she would rather include 
too few footnotes than patronise readers with too many (Tygielska 2015). 
Some terms related to histories of colonisation also posed a problem; e.g. 
‘ville de bicots’ (32) was rendered as ‘miasto brudasów’ (22), ‘brudas’ [liter-
ally a dirty person, a slob] being an insult that may function as a racist slur 
but is not indicative of a particular ethnicity (cf. ‘towelheads’ in Philcox’s 
translation (5)). A general term is also typically used for ‘colon’, namely ‘kol-
onizator’ [coloniser] (e.g. 19, 39, 54, 61). A more specific word denoting a 
settler in a colonial context, ‘kolonista’, is only employed occasionally (31), 
presumably because it fails to connote overseas colonisation (it may instead 
connote German settlement in ethnically Polish lands). Overall, this short 
section shows that, occasional stylistic shifts notwithstanding, the translation 
closely follows Fanon’s message and tone, while some cultural and historical 
differences are addressed through more general terms or glosses. 
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 Reception of Fanon’s Work 

 Tygielska’s prediction that  Les Damnés  would attract little attention among 
Polish readers in the mid-1980s seems confirmed by limited press coverage 
of the publication. Overall, I found only three articles on Fanon in the Polish 
press: a 1964 introductory article in the monthly  Kontynenty,  mentioned ear-
lier, and two short reviews of the translation of  Les Damnés,  in  Kontynenty  
and in the weekly  Kultura;  there is no record of reviews of the translation 
of  L’An V .  27   Fanon was also mentioned in an article on Algeria by Ryszard 
Kapuściński, which first appeared in the weekly  Polityka . All these period-
icals were, like the vast majority of the Polish press, state-controlled and 
adopted a pro-party perspective. The earliest article is the most interesting. 
Authored by a writer and Communist politician, Jan Gerhard (1921–1971), 
it opens with the intriguing, ‘Nie znałem Frantza Fanona, ale znam jego 
książki . . . [i] znałem Algierię w wojnie’ [I didn’t know Frantz Fanon but 
I know his books . . . [and] I’ve known Algeria at war] (1964, 7). In 1964, 
only  L’An V  was available in Polish but Gerhard knew French and must 
have read  Les Damnés  in the original. He fought in the French resistance as 
a member of the French Communist Party (1941–1944) and, importantly 
for this discussion, served as a correspondent of the Polish Press Agency in 
Paris in the years 1959 to 1963 (J.S.O. 2005). While in Paris, he must have 
reported on Algeria; perhaps he knew Szymański, the translator of  L’An V,  
who also resided there in the late 1950s. 

 Although the article has an introductory character, the personalised tone 
and references to Poland’s history mean it goes beyond basic biographical 
information. Gerhard reminisces about visiting Blida, where Fanon worked: 
his recollection of ‘zasieki z drutu kolczastego, spalone domy i napięte 
twarze ludzi’ [barbed wire fences, burnt down houses, and the tense faces of 
the people] (Gerhard 1964, 8) adds an eyewitness authority to the article. A 
party politician travelling abroad in a semi-official capacity, Gerhard unsur-
prisingly uses vocabulary reflecting foreign policies of the bloc, e.g. prais-
ing Fanon’s contribution to ‘wojna przeciw imperializmowi’ [war against 
imperialism] (8). How this phrase would have sounded to readers in 1960s 
Poland is difficult to discern. Those strictly opposed to the party may not 
have read  Kontynenty  at all, but the magazine offered colour photographs 
from faraway locations on decent quality paper, which was a treat in the 
proverbially grey ‘People’s Republic’ and probably attracted a large and 
heterogeneous readership. One may therefore wonder if in the eyes of that 
readership words such as ‘imperialism’ had already been appropriated by 
Communist newspeak (as the translator of  Les Damnés  suggested, venturing 
a view about her readership in the 1980s). Or did they have the capacity to 
evoke interest and empathy, and if so, did that depend on readers’ attitude 
to the Polish party? The questions illustrate a profound challenge of recon-
structing reception, especially by non-professional readers, in an authoritar-
ian political context. 
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 In his article, Gerhard goes beyond familiar Cold War rhetoric, mak-
ing the interesting claim that Fanon’s ethos makes him similar to Polish 
national icons such as the Romantic poet Adam Mickiewicz (1798–1856) 
and the insurgency leader Tadeusz Kościuszko (1746–1817). Both fought for 
Poland’s independence after the country was partitioned by Russia, Prussia 
and Austria at the end of the eighteenth century. Gerhard’s comparison rests 
on the idea that, like the two figures, Fanon fought for more than the libera-
tion of a single nation; Kościuszko participated in the American War of Inde-
pendence, while Mickiewicz actively supported European revolutions during 
the 1848 Spring of Nations (Koropeckyj 2010, 22). Moreover, Gerhard 
asserts that Fanon’s view of violence resonates with a line from Mickiewicz’s 
1820 ‘Oda do młodości’ [Ode to Youth], which was a ‘kind of Freemasonic 
song, calling man to push the “clod of Earth” onto new paths .  .  . and to 
prepare for human freedom’ (Miłosz 1983, 209). The line ‘Gwałt niech się 
gwałtem odciska’  28   reads, in a 1998 English translation, ‘Let violence with 
violence meet’ (Mickiewicz 1998, 29), and in an older and freer rendition, 
‘Let strength meet strength and wrath fight wrath’ (Mickiewicz 1944, 29). 
The comparison emphasises that, in Fanon as in Mickiewicz, a violent out-
burst is a reaction provoked by the violence of the oppressor. Likening Fanon 
to national heroes might signify admiration and signal a sense of similar-
ity between Eastern European and postcolonial experiences. On the other 
hand, the comparison may have seemed hyperbolic and unconvincing, given 
that Fanon was not known in Poland and that routine glorification of Third 
World revolutions in official discourses may have dulled the actual signifi-
cance of any such praises. 

 Gerhard’s comparison continues, to include a more contemporary fig-
ure: Karol Świerczewski (1897–1947), a Red Army general, who fought 
in the International Brigades in the Spanish Civil War and was appointed 
by Stalin to lead a Polish army formed in the USSR. Post-1945, Świercze-
wski held high military and political posts in Communist Poland (J. Ch. 
2005). Killed during military service in 1947 following an ambush by the 
Ukrainian Insurgent Army,  29   Świerczewski was glorified as a national and 
Communist hero. After 1989, however, he was denounced for his active 
role in the Sovietisation of Poland and in signing the death sentences of 
political prisoners during Stalinism.  30   Gerhard implies that Fanon’s invest-
ment in a Pan-African anti-colonial struggle is reminiscent of Świerczewski’s 
fight against violent dictatorships on different fronts (Franco and Hitler). 
To many today, it would seem striking that Świerczewski served another 
despicable dictator, i.e. Stalin, which makes the comparison controversial. 
When I showed the article to the translator of  Les Damnés,  she found the 
comparison ‘obraźliwe’ [insulting] to Fanon, whom she called ‘szlachetny 
człowiek’ [a noble man] (Tygielska 2015). 

 Another interesting source from the 1960s is a 1965 article on Alge-
ria by Ryszard Kapuściński, a well-known journalist who reported and 
reflected on events from Africa, Latin America and Asia, and became a 
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celebrated travel writer. Titled ‘Algieria zakrywa twarz’ [Algeria hides its 
face]—which might be an allusion to the Polish title of Fanon’s book 
 Algieria zrzuca zasłonę  [Algeria is unveiling]—it covers the 1965 coup, 
led by Houari Boumedienne. Describing Boumedienne’s austere lifestyle, 
Kapuściński notes that his room was decorated only with a portrait of 
Frantz Fanon. He then glosses Fanon as ‘bojownik, płomienny publicysta 
antykolonialny’ [a fighter, an ardent anti-colonial publicist], who wrote 
that the colonised will not be free until ‘ostatni wyzyskiwacz kolonialista 
nie zostanie utopiony we własnej krwi’ [the last exploiter-coloniser is 
drowned in his own blood] (Kapuściński 2011, 225). This laconic but 
rather graphic summary, containing the charged invective ‘wyzyskiwacz’ 
[exploiter], gives salience to Fanon’s approval of violence and his Marx-
ism. This is the only reference to Fanon in the long article. Nevertheless, 
the text seemed worth mentioning in an account of Fanon’s reception as it 
appeared in the weekly  Polityka  (issue from August 14, 1965, 1–12) and 
was likely to reach a wide readership. It was later included in  Gdyby cała 
Afryka... , a 1969 collection of articles; the collection was not as popular 
as Kapuściński’s other books but it did bring the comment on Fanon to 
an even wider circle of readers.  31   

 In addition to the early articles, I found two reviews of the Polish trans-
lation of  Les Damnés —a disappointing number for a book published as a 
major intellectual contribution, but not dissimilar to the coverage Third 
World writing typically received (Gołuch 2013). The 1986 review from  Kon-
tynenty,  signed J. J., introduced the book as a decolonisation-era document 
of limited contemporary relevance. An account of Fanon’s life punctuated 
with a few labels (a psychiatrist, a revolutionary ideologue, a leukaemia 
patient) is combined with a summary of the book (violence against the 
coloniser transforms a slave into a free human being; only the peasantry is 
truly revolutionary; the native bourgeoisie can jeopardise the revolution). 
The review closes with praise of the book’s ‘żywy i pełny ekspresji’ [lively 
and expressive] language, without acknowledging the fact of translation. 
Interestingly, the reviewer talks about Fanon’s accusation against Europe, 
glossing ‘Europe’ as ‘zbiór byłych metropolii [kolonialnych]’ [a group of 
former [colonial] metropoles] (J.  J. 1986). He thus evokes the self-image 
of Poland as a country that had not disgraced itself by acts of colonialism, 
which fed into the rhetoric of comradely relationships with Third World 
countries.  32   

 The other review contains a notable comment on Fanon’s use of Marxism 
(Klinger 1986). Unlike J. J., Klinger hails the book as timely and indeed indis-
pensable to understanding the contemporary, neo-colonial world. He then 
interrogates Fanon’s vision of socialist reforms, noting that the focus on the 
peasantry does not conform to the version of Marxism-Leninism accepted 
in Poland. Yet, Klinger continues, Fanon’s focus confirms Lenin’s thesis that 
the capitalist machine affects not only workers but also other social groups. 
The statement signals an important ideological genealogy—Robert Young 
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notes that Lenin’s position ‘anticipated the pluralist approach of the post-
war national liberation movement . . ., which . . . emphasized the necessity 
of making Marxist principles responsive to the specificities of local condi-
tions, particularly in relation to the role of the peasantry’ (2001, 134)—but 
in a society contesting a system built on Leninism, the analysis may have 
appeared anachronistically orthodox. This final example further illustrates 
that Polish readings of Fanon are marked by a tension between more affir-
mative attitudes to Marxism within anti-colonial (and postcolonial) thought 
and the predominantly pejorative perceptions of Marxism and Leninism in 
Poland. 

 Concluding Remarks 

 The two projects discussed in this section differed in several respects. The 
Polish translation of  L’An V de la révolution algérienne  appeared in the 
early 1960s as a timely document on decolonisation—which the Eastern 
bloc supported—and was translated and introduced by a Communist press 
correspondent reporting from Paris. The translator, acting as a cultural 
mediator, may have secured Fanon’s support for the publication project, as 
the intriguing note that Fanon planned to edit a chapter for Polish readers 
suggests.  Les Damnés de la terre  came out in the troubled 1980s as a work 
of contemporary theory, translated by an accomplished literary translator 
and prefaced by an African and Oriental studies scholar. 

 Fanon’s work in Polish translation received scarce critical attention. Inso-
far as Fanon was viewed in Poland through the prism of his origins,  33   the 
limited response to his work may be associated with a long-standing Euro-
pean practice of marginalising the intellectual and cultural production from 
Africa, the Caribbean and other (formerly) colonised regions. As signalled 
earlier, translated postcolonial literature has been relegated to a marginal 
place in Poland and Fanon’s work received similar treatment. 

 Fanon fitted the state ideology of the period, which may explain why 
the three Polish articles on Fanon appeared in magazines with pro-party 
profiles and employed the dominant discourse (e.g. the Third World maga-
zine  Kontynenty  celebrated him as ‘symbol solidarności i jedności “trzeciego 
świata” ’ [a symbol of the solidarity and unity of the ‘third world’] (Gerhard 
1964, 8)). It also made publishing his work a safe venture: the translator of 
 Les Damnés  received no editing demands from censors and indeed did not 
expect any (Tygielska 2015). 

 Yet, state ideology was systematically contested, with an unprecedented 
escalation of resistance in the 1980s, which raises the question as to what 
extent Fanon was read as relevant by the rebelling society in that decade. 
The question is particularly pertinent if one agrees that anti-colonial strug-
gles were not entirely dissimilar from the Solidarność movement’s fight 
against the rule of an estranged elite representing Soviet interests, which can 
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even be conceptualised as a form of colonialism (Moore 2001; Kołodzie-
jczyk and Sandru 2012). However, it generally seems that his ideas did 
not resonate with a wider Solidarność movement or a narrower group of 
dissidents. Importantly, there was no coverage of Fanon’s work in more 
independent official publications or in underground publications, which 
provided an invaluable source of information and inspiration for the oppo-
sition from 1976 onwards (Kandziora, Szymańska and Tokarzówna 1999). 

 A few explanations come to mind. Fanon was classified as a Marxist and, 
despite prominent exceptions, the Polish opposition evolved to reject, rather 
than revise, Marxism. This may also explain why Fanon was less read in 
Poland than in Yugoslavia. Another reason may have been his approval of 
violence. As indicated before, leading oppositionists advocated non-violence, 
and Gandhi’s ideas seemed more influential than Fanon’s. For example, in 
an essay penned in prison in 1985 Adam Michnik wrote, ‘Taught by his-
tory, we suspect that by using force to storm the existing Bastilles we shall 
unwittingly build new ones’ (1985, 86; see also Michnik 1985, 88; Jowitt 
1998, xxviii).  34   Lech Wałęsa recalled that he had insisted on implementing 
Gandhi’s methods even though others challenged them as inefficient against 
Communists (1991, 5–6). Overall then, the strategies advocated by Fanon 
did not directly apply to the Polish revolution as it evolved. A closer compar-
ison of the two struggles—including legal and political realities, French and 
Soviet strategies for stifling opposition, as well as class, religious, national, 
ethnic and racial divisions (the latter arguably one of the defining factors in 
Algeria but not Communist Poland)—would shed more light on the reasons 
behind these different developments. 

 Irrespective of direct influences, it seems important to ask if sympathetic 
responses to the wretched conditions of fellow human beings, possibly 
strengthened by a sense of similarity between historical experiences of 
Poles and postcolonial peoples, were part of the reception. As noted ear-
lier, studying reception in the context of widespread propaganda and insti-
tutionalised censorship has its challenges (when and for whom do words 
‘lose their meaning’, or keep, or change it?). Acknowledging that any 
analysis of such recent history is inevitably influenced by contemporary 
assessments and debates, I would offer the following, tentative answer. On 
the one hand, several factors may have constrained a ‘Polish-postcolonial’ 
identification. Historically, Poland tended to adopt colonialist attitudes to 
non-Europeans. In the post-war period the party promoted positive repre-
sentations of Third World peoples (filtering out direct racism but allowing 
some Orientalist discourses to continue), but the centrally imposed shift 
did not enable the society to rethink the legacy of negative perceptions. 
An appropriation of postcolonial problematics by the Communist estab-
lishment, evident in the trope of an anti-colonial hero pitted against a 
bad imperialist, may have tainted the language and unhelpfully tied Poles’ 
understanding of colonialism to their attitudes to the party. Furthermore, 
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seeking the support of the USSR, Fanon and other Third World figures 
were less likely or able to acknowledge the victims of the gulag; such a 
blind spot might make an empathetic or sympathetic connection more 
difficult for Polish readers. 

 On the other hand, we know that the public discourse was not a mono-
lith, censorship was a complex and ever-changing organism, and people 
found ways of communicating meaningfully. Therefore, there must have 
been instances or periods when the official discourses about anti-colonial 
struggles carried meaning to people involved in state-sponsored Cold War 
contacts, e.g. journalists or cultural representatives, and to a wider public. 
The work of Kapuściński may offer an example as he seemed to combine 
a genuine interest in and concern for the ‘wretched of the earth’, with an 
idealistic faith that socialism is their best option and a relatively critical 
assessment of the socialism at home, especially in the 1980s (Domosławski 
2012). The wide appeal of his books could mean that some of that care and 
interest, albeit not completely free of Orientalist clichés, reached parts of 
the society. 

 Furthermore, African and Oriental studies institutes and publishers of lit-
erary translations in some respects served state agendas but may have been 
nevertheless able to elaborate more nuanced discourses about the decol-
onising world (for an example see Gołuch 2014). Polish anti-Communist 
opposition must also have offered some alternative discourses, as the case 
of Rekłajtis’ article on Algeria in an independent monthly indicates. To 
the best of my knowledge such discourses have not been systematically 
studied. 

 Attitudes to Marxism emerge as a pivotal and distinctive feature of Fanon’s 
Polish reception. Comparing postcolonial and post-Communist studies, 
Monica Popescu (2012, 185) argues that ‘these two fields symmetrically sub-
vert forms of imperialism, yet treat Marxism asymmetrically—as enabling 
tool for the former and as overcome ideological constraint for the latter’. 
Admittedly, such duality also marks this discussion of Fanon in Poland; 
yet, my attempt to map and carefully interrogate the discourses accompa-
nying the reception of Fanon, together with further study of alternatives to 
and adaptations of crude, state-sponsored discourses on the Third World in 
Second World countries, may constitute a step towards deconstructing the 
current asymmetry. 

 Last but not least, this section has demonstrated the immense benefit of 
employing translation (products and processes) as primary material, an aspect 
of methodology and an analytical tool. If Fanon used European thought, 
including Marxism, but ‘translated its epistemological location’ (Young 
2001, 276), the section showed that the Polish renditions and readings of 
Fanon through a distinct ideological lens reveal locally inflected narratives 
and silences about Fanon and his ‘translational’ intellectual intervention—
narratives which complicate and complement our understanding of global 
anti-colonial and postcolonial discourses. 
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 Fanon in the Soviet Union 

 There is no complete, published Russian translation of Fanon’s  Les Damnés 
de la terre.  Nevertheless, there was interest in Fanon within the Soviet aca-
demia and intelligentsia: an abridged translation of selected excerpts was 
published within a few months of the French original in  Za rubezhom  
[Abroad], the journal of the Union of Journalists in the USSR; and a full 
translation of  chapter 4 , ‘O natsional’noi kul’ture’, was included in an aca-
demic anthology of African literature in 1966. There were also several schol-
arly discussions of his work by a handful of specialised, interested scholars, 
including Aleksandr Gordon of the USSR Academy of Sciences and Ros-
tislav Ul’ianovskii. The earliest articles (that I have been able to locate) were 
by Usov (1969) and Gal’perina (1970), both of which are discussed briefly 
below (see also Mialo 1972; Ul’ianovskii 1980). The first Russian book-
length study of Fanon was Gordon’s  Problemy natsional’no-osvoboditel’noi 
bor’by v tvorchestve Frantsa Fanona  [Problems of national-liberation struggle 
in the works of Frantz Fanon] (1977)—‘quite an event with us at that time’, 
as one scholar reflects (Serebriany 2012, 63)—followed by Ludmila Alekse-
eva’s  Ideino-teoreticheskie vzgliady Frantza Fanona  [Ideological-theoretical 
views of Frantz Fanon], which built on her dissertation (1974) and was 
published by Moscow State University in 1979. 

 Fanon was selectively translated and framed by scholars for an elite, edu-
cated audience. He was seen as a foreign writer worthy of Soviet attention 
because of his reputation as an African writer and the controversy of his 
works, yet one who remained irrelevant to the Soviet Union because he 
spoke of, and to, contexts apparently alien to the Soviet experience. More-
over, he was repeatedly criticised for his ‘errors’, particularly his dismissal of 
the European working class and his failure to acknowledge the importance 
of class consciousness and class struggle in revolutionary politics, his prej-
udice against Communism, and his misguided application of the particular 
case of Algeria to international contexts. It is unsurprising then, that Marxist 
scholar Jack Woddis’  New Theories of Revolution  (1972), a strong, even 
scathing, critique of Fanon’s rhetoric (see Mins 1973) and of his alleged 
denial of ‘the revolutionary role of the working class’ (Morris 1974, 1752), 
was published in Russian translation (Woddis 1975) as confirmation of 
these official, scholarly approaches.  35   

 The focus of this section is a brief analysis of Fanon’s introduction to 
Soviet readers through the first abridged translation (1962) and the later 
translation of  chapter 4  (1966). It also looks briefly at the selective transla-
tions by Usov (1969) and Gal’perina (1970) within their academic discourse 
and draws on personal correspondence with two would-be translators to 
reflect on the absence of Fanon in Russian, before concluding with a brief 
description of the only post-Soviet contribution, a translation of ‘De la vio-
lence’ published online in 2003. We see that, in spite of retranslations and 
varying publishing contexts, Fanon remained distanced from the Soviet 
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experience and conclusively criticised for his failure to come to terms with 
Soviet theories of revolution and socialism. 

  Prokliat’em Zakleimennye  [Those Branded by the Curse], 1962 

 The first encounter the Soviet reader would have had with  Les Damnés de la 
terre  was through an abridged translation called  Prokliat’em zakleimennye  
[Those Branded by the Curse];  36   the title comes from the Russian translation 
of the first line of  L’Internationale . The excerpts were serialised in February 
and early March in 1962 over four issues (5/86, 6/87, 7/88 and 9/90) of the 
weekly journal  Za rubezhom,  which typically included overviews and trans-
lated selections from the foreign press. Fanon is introduced in a brief essay 
by I. Levin, the translator, and the final issue in the series also concludes with 
a second brief analysis by Levin, ‘Prigovor kolonializmu’ [The verdict on 
colonialism] and selected excerpts from Sartre’s preface, here called ‘Sumerki 
“Starogo sveta” ’ [Twilight of the ‘Old World’]. 

 Fanon appears in the ‘Foreign book’ section and, apart from the title of the 
book that dominates the first page of each excerpt with a dramatic brush-
stroke calligraphy, Fanon’s original chapter titles are all missing. Instead, 
the text, which appears four columns to the page in a journalistic style, is 
broken up by brief headline-like summaries such as ‘Novye slova: brat, ses-
tra, tovarishch’ [New words: brother, sister, comrade], ‘Glavnaia mishen’—
edinstvo’ [The important target is unity], and ‘Zolotoi vek ili era dikosti?’ 
[A golden age or an era of savagery?]. As well as the standard photograph 
of Fanon’s face in the first issue, the translation is also accompanied by five 
photographs (from the Italian and Cuban press) of various conflicts with 
explanatory captions: French punitive police  (karateli)  round up Algerian 
youths for interrogation; in Kuwait, ‘Bedouin’ distribute English rifles for 
the defence of the national wealth against Iran’s invasion of the Arabs; in 
Peru, police of Prado’s ‘reactionary government’ disperse striking workers 
at a sugar factory run by ‘an American monopoly’; herdsman in Sudan per-
form a ‘ritual dance’; and a photograph of a nine-year-old Algerian boy is 
accompanied by a brief description of how his parents were killed and his 
right hand mutilated in torture. ‘When I grow up’, the caption says, ‘I’ll join 
the national liberation army’ (Fanon 1962d, 23). Fanon is framed as a voice 
not just for Africa and Algeria but for the developing world. To aid the 
Soviet reader unfamiliar with that world, editorial footnotes are sometimes 
added, explaining foreign people (Mohamed Bellounis; Raymond Cartier, ‘a 
reactionary French publicist’; and African peoples), places (the  medina  is the 
‘Negro suburb [ negritianskii prigorod ] in a large African city’; the  djebel  is 
the ‘Algerian steppe’), and new words ( biko  is described as ‘a contemptuous 
nickname given by the colonisers to North African Arabs’; and the borrowed 
term  tribalism  is explained as ‘tendentsia k plemennoi ogranichennost’, obo-
soblennosti’ [the tendency to tribal narrow-mindedness, isolation] (Fanon 
1962c, 22). In one case, a lengthy footnote is added in order to explain 
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Fanon’s ‘ustupka zastarelym antikommunisticheskim predrassudkam’ [con-
cession to chronic anti-Communist prejudice] and guide the reader into an 
ideologically correct interpretation (Fanon 1962c, 23). 

 Comparison with the original French text reveals that the translation is 
made up of selections taken from  chapter 1  (‘De la violence’),  chapter 3  
(‘Mésaventures de la conscience nationale’),  chapter 4  (‘Sur la culture natio-
nale’) and the conclusion, with nothing included from  chapters 2  and  5 . Only 
the conclusion is identified as such (Fanon 1962e, 20), and further com-
parison with the original also reveals a complete reorganisation of Fanon’s 
text: new paragraphs or new sections are created from a single paragraph 
in the original, and paragraphs in the original are merged together in the 
Russian. This manipulation of the text is paramount when we see not only 
how the text is divided (with the photographs and subheadings) but how it 
is selected, deselected and, in some cases, paraphrased, with chapters, pages, 
paragraphs and phrases freely omitted throughout. Yet, the manipulation 
takes place almost without trace; not one of the omissions or paraphrases is 
indicated in the text to the reader. Nor is there any indication that the origi-
nal chapter headings are missing or that the subheadings and accompanying 
photographs are editorial additions. 

 Some of these changes are perhaps obvious, with passages denigrating 
capitalism and European exploitation and praising the hard work of the 
peasants included, while passages critical of failing aspects of aspiring social-
ist systems are, of course, omitted. A certain Soviet squeamishness about 
property possibly led to the Algerian people being ‘vladeiushchiy svoei stra-
noi’ [in possession of their country] rather than ‘un peuple propriétaire’, 
that is, ‘proprietors’ in Philcox’s translation (Fanon 2004, 134) or ‘men of 
property’ in Farrington’s (Fanon 2001, 155). The buffoonish description 
of Khrushchev, in which he ‘brandishes his shoe’  (brandit son soulier)  at 
the United Nations and ‘thumps’ (Fanon 2001, 61) or ‘hammers’ (Fanon 
2004, 37) the table with it  (et en martèle la table)  to show them that he, 
‘the  moujik,  who moreover is the possessor of spacerockets’ (Fanon 2001, 
61)  (le moujik, qui par ailleurs possède des fusées)  or, as Philcox puts it, ‘the 
missile-wielding muzhik’ (Fanon 2004, 37) is, unsurprisingly, altered to give 
a more dignified and assured picture of the then first secretary of the Soviet 
Union Communist Party. In Russian, there is no brandishing or banging. 
Instead, Khrushchev tells the UN that although he may have a humble back-
ground, ( khodil v laptiakh,  lit. ‘wore sandals’), he is a ‘ former  muzhik’, who 
is now in the possession of rockets, and so ‘is talking to the capitalists as they 
deserve’ (Fanon 1962b, 22, my emphasis). He is so quietly sure of himself 
that there is not even any need to refer to them as ‘misérables capitalistes’; 
they are simply  kapitalisti . 

 ‘Kniga—dinamit’ [This book is dynamite], the title of Levin’s brief intro-
duction (1962a), suggests the reason for Soviet intellectual interest in Fanon. 
The introduction opens with a translated quotation from ‘the Paris cor-
respondent of the [Italian]  Unità’,  who manages to secure a copy of  Les 
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Damnés de la terre  before it is ‘confiscated’, only to be interrupted in his 
first reading of it by the explosion of a bomb that shatters the windows and 
drives residents out into the street in their nightclothes where they discuss 
the event ‘bez osobogo zhara’ [without any particular passion], dismissing 
the wounding of a woman by saying that she is lucky she wasn’t killed. ‘Yes’, 
concludes Levin from this related anecdote, ‘this is also one of the aspects of 
decolonisation . . .’ (20, ellipsis in original). Europe’s strife (and Levin’s con-
cluding essay [1962b] picks up the theme of violence in the streets of Paris 
with a reference to the assassination attempt on Sartre in 1961) is a result 
of its oppressive colonial regimes, and Fanon’s book, ‘boevoe nastavlenie 
armiiam vcherashnikh rabov’ [a battle instruction manual for the armies of 
yesterday’s slaves] (21), is causing a stir in the foreign press because of its 
uncompromising stance. But, while Fanon may be a figure to be admired, 
a writer and intellectual who ‘otdal zhizn’ natsional’no-osvoboditel’nomu 
dvizheniiu afrikanskikh narodov’ [gave his life to the national-liberation 
movement of the African people], and with his ‘nenavist’ k kolonializmu’ 
[hatred of colonialism] (20) growing out of his psychiatric work with trau-
matised Algerians, he was, Levin insists, also misguided and incorrect on 
what are key points for this Soviet version. His main error is his division 
of the world between the old Europe and the new ‘third world’ [ sic ] which, 
along with his prejudice against Communism, obscures the importance of 
class struggle; ‘budushchee Evropy’ [the future of Europe], Levin asserts, is 
‘v rukakh boriushchegosia evropeiskogo proletariata’ [in the hands of the 
struggling European proletariat] (1962b, 21). 

 ‘O Natsional’noi Kul’ture’ (‘Sur la Culture Nationale’), 1966 

 In 1966, a new Russian translation of  chapter 4 , ‘O natsional’noi kul’ture’, 
in its entirety was published by the Academy of Sciences Institute of African 
Studies in a collection of  Literatura stran Afriki  [Literature of the Coun-
tries of Africa]. As the title and the introduction indicate, the focus here is 
on literature, by ‘afrikanskikh pisatelei, napisannye za poslednie desiat’let’ 
[African writers, written in the last ten years], and this second volume opens 
‘rabotami dvukh zamechatel’nykh, bezbremenno nogibshikh deiatelei afri-
kanskoi antiimperialiscticheckoi revolitsii’ [with the works of two signif-
icant, untimely-deceased activists of the African anti-imperial revolution] 
‘—Frantz Fanon and David Diop’ (Breskina et. al. 1966, 3) Among the oth-
ers included are poets and novelists from Algeria, United Arab Republic, 
Guinea, Nigeria, Angola and South Africa, with two pieces from Haiti and 
Martinique. Fanon is clearly placed into this genre of ‘African’ literature, a 
literature for the Soviet reader, ‘proiavliaiushchemu zhivoi interes k tomu, 
chto proiskhodit na afrikanskom kontinete, k ideologicheskim sporam, 
kul’ture Afriki’ [who has a lively interest in what is happening on the Afri-
can continent, in the ideological arguments and culture of Africa], and for 
whom it is important to know what African writers are thinking ‘o svoei 
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literature, o ee zadachakh, dostizheniiakh, trudnostiakh’ [about their own 
literature, its tasks, achievements, challenges] (Breskina et. al. 1966). From 
Fanon’s  Prokliat’em zakleimennye,  on the national-liberation struggle of the 
developing nations on the African continent, and ‘ne svobodnoi ot oshibok i 
krainostei, no tsennoi v svoei osnove i ves’ma populiarnoi v Afrike’ [not free 
of errors or excesses, but inherently valuable and very popular in Africa], 
‘O natsional’noi kul’ture’ is selected because it was the address Fanon gave 
in Rome at the 1959 Congress of Negro  (negritianskii)  writers and artists 
(Breskina et. al. 1966, 4). This is a translation for an interested observer, an 
insight into conversations about literature, politics, national culture, Negri-
tude, indigenous forms and the poetics of a contemporary literature that 
remain firmly localised in a distant place. 

 Some remarks on the translation. Footnotes from the original text are 
included still in French, which is perhaps why the long footnote about Seng-
hor declaring that ‘Négritude’ should be on the school curriculum (footnote 
19 in the original) is omitted (Fanon 1966, 38), with Russian footnotes 
added (as in the 1962 translation) to explain people—Cartier is now a ‘reac-
tionary French journalist’ noted as ‘one of the theoreticians of colonialism, 
author of the book  Algeria Without Deception, L’Algérie sans mensonge ’ 
(21, n3)—and places and foreign words;  bubu  (Fr.  Boubou ) is described 
as an ‘outer garment, wide and long, with a single pocket across the chest’, 
and  babush  (Fr.  babouches ) are ‘tufli bez zadnikov’ [slip-on shoes] (31, 
n6 and n7).  37   The controversial  bicot  is once kept (in inverted commas) (31) 
and once translated as ‘rab’ [slave] (36).  38   Most noticeably, Keita Fodeba’s 
poem ‘Aube Africaine’ is missing, although in a footnote (36, n9), the reader 
is referred to its publication in a collection of (translated) African poetry (4, 
n2),  V ritmakh tam-tama  [The Rhythm of the Tam-tam] (Moscow 1961, 
95–100). 

 The two translations differ not just in their presentation and peritextual 
features, but in lexicon and syntax. A preliminary analysis suggests that 
the 1962 translation published in  Za rubezhom  uses a simpler vocabulary 
in comparison to the more academic tone of the 1966 translation, and is 
not averse to adding to the text in order for it to be more easily negotiated 
by the reader, an approach arguably suitable for a journal readership and 
corroborated by the journal’s use of paraphrase and additional subheadings. 
Compare, for example, the fourth paragraph from ‘Sur la culture nationale’ 
(which becomes the first chapter when translated by  Za rubezhom ). 

 On sait aujourd’hui que, dans la première phase de la lutte nationale, le 
colonialisme essaie de désamorcer la revendication nationale en faisant 
de l’économisme. Dès les premières revendications le colonialisme feint 
la compréhension en reconnaissant avec une humilité ostentatoire que le 
territoire souffre d’un sous-développement grave qui nécessite un effort 
économique et social important. 

 (1961, 156)  39   
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 Segodnia obshcheizvestno, chto na pervom  etape  natsional’no-
osvoboditel’noi bor’by kolonializm obychno  silitsia oslabit’  etu bor’bu 
obeshchaniem ekonomicheskikh  reform . V otvet na pervye trebovaniia, 
 vydvigaemye ugnetennym narodom , kolonializm  simuliruet  ponimanie 
etikh trebovanii i s  demonstrativnym  smireniem priznaet, chto strana 
deistvitel’no stradaet ot ser’eznoi  otstalosti , vyzyvaiushchei neobkhodi-
most’ shirokikhekonomicheskikh i sotsiial’nykh  peremen.  

 (7(88), 22)  40   

 Teper’ uzhe vsem izvestno, chto na pervoi stadiia  bor’by za natsional’noe 
sushchestvovanie kolonializm  pytaetsia obezoruzhit’  etu bor’bu ekono-
micheskimi  podachkami . Pri pervykh zhe trebovaniiakh kolonializm 
 razygryvaet  polnoe ponimanie i s p odcherknutym  smireniem priznaet, 
chto strana deistvitel’no stradaet ot  otstalosti  i chto neobkhodimo prin-
iat’  srochnye mery  i v oblasti ekonomicheckoi, i v oblasti sotsial’noi. 

 (Breskina, Vavilov and Potekhina 1966, 20)  41   

 Note the difference in vocabulary—‘stadiia’ [stage] rather than ‘etap’ [phase], 
‘pytaetsia obezoruzhit’ [endeavours to disarm] rather than ‘silitsia oslabit’ 
[tries to weaken], and the borrowed ‘simuliruet’ and ‘demonstrativnym’ 
(1962) as opposed to the Russian ‘razygryvaet’ and ‘podcherknutym’ (1966). 
The 1962 translation adds to the text to clarify who is making the demands 
(‘the oppressed people’) and both translations, interestingly, use the more 
unforgiving ‘otstalost’’  [ backwardness] to describe the state of the country 
rather than  sous-développement  [underdevelopment]. The use of the word 
‘podachka’ (1966), which means ‘to tip’ or ‘to hand out’, is a rather clever, 
concise way of portraying the relationship between the coloniser and the 
people, and it is also interesting to see the use of the word ‘disarm’ here 
(Fr.  désamorcer,  lit. defuse), suggesting that perhaps the 1966 translator(s) 
also had access to Farrington’s English translation. Of course, this is merely 
an all-too-brief comparison, of just a single paragraph chosen almost at ran-
dom, but it indicates the warrant of a much more extensive and systematic 
textual analysis in order to verify these ideas and quantify the noticeable 
difference between the two texts, published within only a few years of each 
other. 

 Fanon in Soviet Academic Discourse 

 Rather than being translated and published as a standalone text, Fanon’s 
 Les Damnés de la terre  continued to be heavily mediated for Soviet audi-
ences through the vehicle of academic discourse. Usov’s ‘Frantz Fanon i ego 
revoliutsiia otchaianiia’ [Frantz Fanon and his revolution of despair] was 
published in the journal  Mirovaia ekonomika i mezhdunarodnye otnosh-
eniia  [World economics and international relations], followed a year later by 
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‘Velichie i trudnosti dekolonizatsii’ [The greatness and difficulties of decol-
onisation] by Gal’perina, ‘a specialist in Caribbean and African literature’ 
(Bishop 2008, 9), published in  Inostrannaia literatura  [Foreign literature]. 
Both scholars discuss  Les Damnés  within contexts of Fanon’s biography 
and his other works. 

 Usov, retranslating from English translations, reviews not only  The 
Wretched of the Earth  (1968), but also  Toward the African Revolution  
(1967),  Black Skin, White Masks  (1967) ‘and other publications’.  42   Quoting 
selectively from throughout the book (apart from  chapter 2  and the conclu-
sion), Usov introduces what he calls  Obezdolennye planety  [The deprived/
unfortunate of the planet] as a book that ‘electrifies readers’ and brought 
its author ‘popularity in revolutionary-minded circles of the intelligentsia of 
different countries’, yet consistently criticises Fanon for making his claims 
‘not on the basis of a deep socio-economic analysis . . . but from an emo-
tional protest’. Such a protest is not enough for ‘genuine revolutionary per-
spectives’, becoming instead ‘an anarchic and destructive storm’. Fanon’s 
‘errors’ of analysis include an ‘incorrect understanding of socialism’ and his 
departure from Marxism through his exclusion of the role of the working 
class in a conflict that he mistakenly sees not in terms of world socialism and 
world capitalism but in terms of ‘third world’ struggle of ‘coloured’ people 
against white Europe—Usov uses quotation marks to distance himself from 
Fanon’s language. 

 Gal’perina, working from the French texts, begins with praise for Fanon’s 
personal qualities, likening him to the ‘heroes . . . who went to Spain for the 
freedom of all humanity’, and highlights the importance of his work as a 
theoretician of the ‘third world’ and decolonisation (1970, 194), mentioning 
the translations of his work into English, Spanish and other languages. Her 
aim is to try to understand and evaluate Fanon’s legacy—it is almost ten 
years after his death—by looking at the ‘evolution of his ideas . . . to try and 
separate his strengths from his weaknesses’ (1970, 195). She argues through-
out that his work is best understood through his life experiences, and that he 
was a formidable intellectual force in Africa, who saw the war of indepen-
dence as a just war that will bring about deep psychological change. Yet, she 
concludes, he makes the mistake of generalising from the particularities of 
the Algerian case, erroneously misjudging the role and nature of the working 
class in revolution, and failing to believe in Communism. 

 For both of these scholars, Fanon was largely of interest because of his 
complex biography, the controversy he provoked in Europe, the innovation 
of many of his ideas and his relevance and intellectual vigour as an African 
writer and ideologue. He was not, however, relevant for the Soviet experience, 
and both scholars maintain the distance between Fanon and Soviet readers 
that we see in the first translations. Usov explains that the ‘national bourgeoi-
sie’ are ‘African bureaucrats’, Gal’perina faults Fanon for extrapolating from 
the Algerian experience, and with all the references to Fanon’s biography, 
there is no mention at all of his visit to the USSR for medical treatment. 
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 Translator Perspectives 

 The extent of Fanon’s containment by the Soviet academy, with the 
result that  Les Damnés de la terre  has yet to be fully translated, even in 
post-Soviet Russia, is evident in more personal encounters with the book. 
Valentin Zagrebelny, who worked on an unpublished Russian translation, 
recalls how he discovered Fanon as an exchange student in India in the 
mid-sixties. 

 I bought a Penguin edition of the  Arise Ye Wretched of the Earth  in 
one of the small bookshops. . . . For want of a better entertainment . . . 
I resorted to erratic and voracious reading. Having been born in the 
Soviet Central Asia and having mixed a lot with the non-Russian peo-
ple of Asian origin, the book caught my imagination for years to come. 
Rereading it later as a research scholar in French, I appreciated its pro-
found approach and deep insight into human nature in treating the 
inter-racial relations. I was also impressed by the strength and beauty 
of its language.  43   

 Zagrebelny continues, to say that in 1974 or 1975, now at the Institute of 
Scientific Information for Social Sciences of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 
he approached his colleague, Aleksandr Gordon, an acclaimed specialist in 
Fanon, and asked him to write a preface to the Russian translation of  Les 
Damnés de la terre . Gordon, according to Zagrebelny, wanted first to dis-
cuss it with Ul’anovskii, 

 a Deputy Head of the International Department of the Communist 
Party of the USSR (and a trained Indologist in his own right), to make 
sure that the publishing of the book would be safe sailing. The reply of 
Ulyanovsky was as follows (I still remember it verbatim today): ‘I have 
already written about him. Why should we publish a translation?’  44   

 The story is corroborated by Gordon himself, who recalls how Zagrebelny 
‘very much wanted to publish a translation and even began working on it; 
but Ul’ianovskii “otkazalsia sanktsionirovat’” [refused to authorise it] and 
Dreyer [a publisher] did not dare [to publish it] “bez prikrytiia” [without 
higher approval]’.  45   Gordon also recalls his discovery of  Les Damnés  in the 
mid-sixties thanks to the ‘New Left’, and, although he was at first completely 
put off by Sartre’s preface, he returned to Fanon through the many reviews 
and commentaries on him, compiling a body of literature that eventually 
made its way into his book. ‘I wanted to refute the accusations against Fanon 
of him being racist, a left extremist, a terrorist’, Gordon writes. ‘I decided 
to acquaint the Soviet reader with the real Fanon, which is why, attracted 
to his language, his excellent French prose, I intensively quoted his works in 
my monograph’.  46   
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 Concluding Remarks 

 The influence of the Soviet academy on Fanon in Russian was long-reaching; 
only in 2003 did a further translation of  Les Damnés  appear with the pub-
lication of  chapter 1  in an (online)  Antologiia sovremennogo anarkhizma 
levogo radikalizma  [Anthology of contemporary anarchism and left rad-
icalism]. Again, this chapter is a new translation, labelled as an excerpt 
from  Ves’ mir golodnykh i rabov  [The whole world of the hungry and 
slaves] and, like the 1962 translation of  chapter 2 , is fully translated with 
no omissions. No longer among a canon of African writers, Fanon is here 
together with Black Panthers Huey P. Newton and Mumia Abu-Jamal, the 
avant-garde Stewart Home, US anarchist Abbie Hoffman, French philos-
opher André Gorz, Zapatista Subcomandante Marcos, Italian sociologist 
Toni Negri, and (the somewhat notorious) political commentator Israel 
Shamir. Fanon’s radical ideas, the anthology’s introduction explains, were 
promoted in Europe by Sartre and picked up not only by rebellious stu-
dents, the Black Panthers, anarchists and radicals, but by Egyptian Presi-
dent Gamal Nasser and Libyan dictator Muammar Gaddafi. This is Fanon 
as marginalised extremist. 

 The opportunity for Fanon’s  Les Damnés  to be translated into Russian in 
full, without the overbearing trappings of an ideological position, remains. 
Online catalogue searches of major Russian libraries result in a smattering 
of doctoral dissertations, suggesting that there is some new scholarly interest 
in Fanon, and Gordon’s sympathetic, level discussion of Fanon’s life and 
works appears in a recent encyclopaedia (2007). Whether, and how, Fanon 
and his ‘strong and beautiful language’ will one day be translated into Rus-
sian remains to be seen. 

 Conclusion 

 In Yugoslavia, translations of Fanon’s work into Croato-Serbian or Serbo-
Croatian were discussed in intellectual circles, which engaged with innova-
tive thought from different regions of the divided world to elaborate a con-
structive critique of Marxism. Despite growing political pressures from the 
Yugoslav party, scholars, students, translators and commentators benefited 
from the country’s relative international openness and its investment in the 
Non-Aligned Movement, and were able to introduce readers both to Fanon’s 
immediate insight into the Algerian struggle and to what was perceived as 
his main area of intellectual contributions: reflection on humanist Marxism. 
In Poland, Fanon’s presence was more informed by the party line. Although 
the Polish  Les Damnés,  in a relatively close translation, was presented as 
a contribution to contemporary thought and appeared during the Solidar-
ność revolution, there is no evidence of actual discussions around Fanon. 
This might be because, firstly, Fanon’s loosely Marxist, pro-USSR stance and 
his view on violence did not seem relevant (Solidarność ultimately rejected 
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Marxism and violence could be avoided). Secondly, presentation of Fanon, 
like the official presentation of anti-colonial topics in general, evoked pro-
pagandistic clichés, which, regrettably, may have obscured the meaning of 
his work to some readers. In the USSR, Fanon also functioned primarily 
within the confines of the official ideology, although he was subject to more 
ideological scrutiny than in Poland as his departures from Soviet Marxism 
were critiqued. Interestingly, no book by Fanon has been translated into 
Russian in its entirety. The practice of selecting passages for translation, 
together with other editing practices such as subtle rewriting or the use of 
pictures, may have helped to create slightly different Fanon personas over 
time, even if established readings detailed in authoritative commentaries on 
Fanon have not been challenged. 

 Overall, using translation as a subject matter, a research tool and an 
impulse for comparing different afterlives of the same texts, the chapter 
has shed light on the reception of Frantz Fanon and relevant Third World 
topics in the Second World and thus advanced our understanding of the 
interactions between Cold War locations largely unmapped by postcolo-
nial or translation studies. The three case studies share, for example, refer-
ences to relevant intellectual and physical encounters—intellectuals in the 
non-aligned Yugoslavia engaging with theory from all over the globe, a 
press correspondent from Communist Poland in Paris claiming that Fanon 
planned to revise  L’An V  for Polish readers, a Russian student discover-
ing  Les Damnés  in India—but there are also interesting differences, for 
instance regarding the ideological attitudes to Fanon as not Marxist enough 
(USSR), too Marxist (Poland) and Marxist-humanist (Yugoslavia). With 
regard to Marxism, perhaps the readings correspond with the geopolitical 
hierarchies within the Second World. Ideological revision was the basis of 
Yugoslavia’s independence from the Kremlin, but the Yugoslav party would 
eventually defend its ideological tenets against further critique. Engage-
ment with Fanon’s ideological contributions can therefore be seen as an act 
of intellectual freedom and dissidence against dogmatism. Behind the Iron 
Curtain, Marxism-Leninism served as a foundation of the Soviet regime 
and its satellites, which may partly explain why Fanon fell on deaf ears in 
1980s Poland, fighting what became a largely anti-Marxist and peaceful 
revolution, and why USSR commentators felt an urge to ‘correct’ Fanon 
in their readings (even if the association between the hierarchies exposed 
in  Les Damnés  and the interracial relationships in the Soviet Central Asia 
reminds us that Soviet unity and homogeneity, ideological or otherwise, is 
but a fiction). Together, the three analyses reveal a rather complex picture. 
Fanon was received in the Second World within a politicised space of con-
tacts with the Third World; most readings were influenced by pre-existing 
attitudes to Marxism but some engaged with Fanon more dialogically than 
others, granting him an active role in ‘the production of a global Cold War 
discourse’ (Tolliver 2014, 382). 
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 Notes 

  1.  Mráz přichází z Kremlu  is the title of a book by Zdeněk Mlynář, a Czech dis-
sident, published in Vienna in 1978 and translated as  Night Frost in Prague  
(1980). Today the expression is used in Czech as a warning against the negative 
influence of the USSR. 

  2. Including Herbert Marcuse, Erich Fromm, Ernst Bloch, Ernest Mandel, Jürgen 
Habermas, Zygmunt Baumann and Ágnes Heller. 

  3. Probably best known are the cases of censorship and the trials of the directors 
and screenwriters involved with the Black Wave Cinema, Dušan Makavejev, 
Želimir Žilnik, Žika Pavlović, Lazar Stojanović and others, whose films were 
banned, while some of them even served long sentences in prison. For some of the 
films from that period, the ban was lifted only after the breakup of Yugoslavia 
(DeCuir 2011). 

  4. The first translation of  Les Damnés  in Yugoslavia was, in fact, published in 
Slovenian  (Upor prekletih)  by Cankarjeva založba in Ljubljana in 1963 and 
translated by Max Veselko. The text was reprinted and published under the 
title  V suženjstvo zakleti: (upor prekletih)  in 2010 in Ljubljana, Slovenia, with a 
newly added afterword by Nikolai Jeffs. 

  5. This and all subsequent translations in this section are by Mirna Radin Sabadoš, 
unless stated otherwise. 

  6. Veličković does not cite the sources, and I could not find any evidence of their 
existence in the available Yugoslav resources. 

  7. The student movement of 1968 and several others that followed all demanded 
democratisation of the party leadership, a demand which was firmly rejected. 
The protests were discredited by the Yugoslav League of Communist leadership 
as ‘an opposition to the economic reform’ (Klasić 2012), consequently proclaim-
ing all of their demands invalid or damaging. Therefore, starting a ‘student’ 
journal in 1970 required setting its guidelines very carefully, so as to avoid unfa-
vourable political implications. 

  8. The book series Biblioteka Ideje,  published by  Radnička štampa [Workers’ 
Press], earned a prestigious ‘publishing enterprise of the year’ prize at the 1973 
Belgrade International Book Fair. In 1974, the series published a Serbo-Croatian 
translation (from French translation) of a selection of texts by Che Guevara’s  Le 
socialisme et l’homme . In total, by 1989, Biblioteka Ideje comprised over sixty 
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volumes, and included works of the most prominent philosophers and cultural 
theorists both Yugoslav and foreign, including Henri Lefebvre, Predrag Vranicki, 
Sveta Lukić, Antonio Gramsci, Rudi Supek, etc. 

  9. After 1974, the rhetoric of the Yugoslav League of Communists became quite 
rigid and, although it still cannot be perceived as open repression, many of the 
sources of critical thought were suppressed by withdrawing finances. Interestingly, 
there seems to be no evidence that such actions affected  Ideje,  despite its critical 
stance. 

  10. Vera Vratuša defended her master’s thesis,  Uporedna analiza shvatanja revolu-
cije u delima Frantza Fanona i Amilcara Cabrala  [Comparative analysis of the 
concepts of revolution in the works of Frantz Fanon and Amilcar Cabral], at the 
Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade in 1979, and in 1981  Ideje  pub-
lished an excerpt of her research on Fanon and Cabral titled ‘Dekolonijalizacija 
i revolucija u Africi’ [Decolonisation and revolution in Africa]. 

  11. The first section in the compilation is chapter 4 of  Peau noire,  ‘Du prétendu 
complexe de dépendance du colonisé’, translated by Jovan Petković, titled ‘O 
navodnom kompleksu zavisnosti kod kolonizovanog čoveka’; the second a text 
from  Esprit,  ‘Le “syndrome nord africain” ’, later published in  Pour la révolution 
africaine,  titled ‘ “Severnoafrički sindrom” ’. Chapters 3 to 5 correspond to the 
introductory and the first two chapters of  L’An V  translated by the editor Vera 
Vratuša, while chapter 6 corresponds to chapter 3, and chapter 7 to chapter 5 of 
 L’An V  translated by Ibrahim Begović. The last chapter is a text published in  El 
Moudjahid  reprinted in  Pour la révolution africaine,  ‘Vérités premières à propos 
du problème colonial’, translated by Dušan Lukač. 

  12. The only other text by Fanon in Polish, to the best of my knowledge, is chapter 5 
of  Peau noire, masques blancs,  ‘L’expérience vécue du Noir’, which was included 
in a 2010 academic volume on postcolonialism and Eastern Europe (Fanon 
2010). The translation was completed by a Warsaw University scholar, Lena 
Magnone, to accompany her article on Fanon and psychoanalysis (Magnone 
2010). 

  13. Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza, or Poland’s United Workers’ Party, offi-
cially formed in 1948. 

  14. USSR domination evoked earlier acts of aggression and subjugation: the Soviet 
occupation of 1939–1941, following a surprise orchestrated Nazi and Soviet 
attack of September 1939, and the Partitions of Poland by Russia, Prussia and 
Austria (1795–1918), which turned a large part of the country into an imperial 
Russian province. 

  15. For a list of Polish translations of postcolonial writing (1945–2010), see Appendix 2 
in Gołuch (2013). 

  16. This and all subsequent translations in this section are by Dorota Gołuch, unless 
stated otherwise. 

  17. The book has not been re-edited, although the 1985 edition was turned into an 
e-book and uploaded on the website of Maoistowski Projekt Dokumentacyjny 
[Maoist Documentation Project], a curious, niche platform publicising trans-
lations of Marxist revolutionaries but also glorifying leaders of Communist 
regimes. The plain original cover was replaced with a striking picture of an ema-
ciated black child (https://maopd.wordpress.com/, accessed April 15, 2015). The 
translator did not approve of this unauthorised use and considered contacting 
the website (Tygielska 2015). The e-book has since been removed but remains 
available on a generic digital platform (https://www.yumpu.com/pl/document/
view/15296076/wyklety-lud-ziemi-1961-maoistowski-projekt-dokumentacyjny, 
accessed August 14, 2016). 

  18. Today professor in the Center for Studies on Non-European Countries at the 
Polish Academy of Sciences; the following research interests are listed next to 

https://maopd.wordpress.com/
https://www.yumpu.com/pl/document/view/15296076/wyklety-lud-ziemi-1961-maoistowski-projekt-dokumentacyjny
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her name: ‘cultural anthropology, sociology of development, Islam, Middle East, 
intercultural communication’ (http://www.zkp.pan.pl/index.php?option=com_
content&view=article&id=7&Itemid=11 ,  accessed October 19, 2015). 

  19. ‘They are wooed. They are given bouquets of flowers. Invitations. To be frank, 
everyone wants a piece of them’ (Fanon 2004, 41). 

  20. ‘[T]he absolute praxis’ (44). 
  21. ‘[S]word of Damocles’ (17). 
  22. ‘[T]o hell with him’ (10). 
  23. ‘[M]ountain of puerility’ (25). 
  24. ‘We have seen that this violence . . . runs on empty. We have seen it challenged 

through the emotional release of dance or possession. We have seen it exhaust 
itself in fratricidal struggles’ (21). 

  25.  Słownik Języka Polskiego  PWN online, s.v. ‘gwałt’, accessed October 1, 2016 
http://sjp.pwn.pl/slowniki/gwa%C5%82t.html, and  Słownik Języka Polskiego , 
vol. 1, 1978, ed. by M. Szymczak (Warsaw: PWN) s.v. ‘gwałt’. 

  26. A corpus search confirms this. Among the first hundred results on Narodowy 
Korpus Języka Polskiego, ‘gwałt’, meaning ‘violence’, appears only sixteen times 
and always in literary texts. Moreover, in several cases the language is archaised 
or the collocations imply violence in a psychological or metaphorical, rather 
than physical, sense; e.g. ‘zadać gwałt własnemu sercu’ [inflict violence on one’s 
own heart] (http://nkjp.pl/poliqarp/nkjp300/query/, accessed October 1, 2016). 

  27. Based on  Polska Bibliografia Literacka  [Polish Literary Bibliography] (Stefan 
Vrtel-Wierczyński, ed.), volumes for years 1948–1989 and a database for years 
1988–2001 (http://pbl.ibl.poznan.pl). 

  28. It contains the word for ‘violence’ that Tygielska occasionally used in her trans-
lation, ‘gwałt’. 

  29. Interestingly, a conspiracy within the Polish Army was also investigated and 
in fact Jan Gerhard, the author of the article and a lieutenant colonel at that 
time, was accused of helping to plan the murder at the instigation of French 
intelligence. After two years of imprisonment, he was cleared of charges and 
released (J.S.O. 2005). The case was well known, so one may wonder whether, 
seventeen years after the event, Gerhard was acknowledging Świerczewski’s role 
as a national icon to reassert his innocence. 

  30. Instytut Pamięci Narodowej (The Institute of National Remembrance), http://
ipn.gov.pl/najwazniejsze-wiadomosci/informacja-historyczna/karol-swiercze
wski-walter-18971947 (accessed October 20, 2015). 

  31. A slightly shorter version of the article appeared also in  Wojna futbolowa  (1978; 
translated into English as  The Soccer War  by William Brand) but the passage 
on Fanon was not included. I am not aware of other references to Fanon in 
Kapuściński’s work, even though a recent biography of Kapuściński suggests that 
he was Fanon’s admirer, quoting the following statement by Kapuściński’s friend: 
‘Rysiek [Kapuściński] had various radical objects of fascination . . . Number One 
was Frantz Fanon’. It is also said that Kapuściński read  Les Damnés  while he 
was posted in Tanganyika, relying on his basic grasp of French as the book was 
not available in English yet (Domosławski 2012, 139). This suggests he read the 
book before 1963, when the first English translation appeared. 

  32. It is true that Poland had no overseas colonies, although the reason was proba-
bly lack of opportunities rather than a deliberate rejection of colonialism. In the 
Interwar period of 1918 to 1939, Polish initiatives for acquiring overseas colo-
nies were not without popular support (Głuchowski 1928; Borkowska-Arciuch 
2007). 

  33. Although  Wyklęty lud ziemi  appeared in the theoretical Library of Contemporary 
Thought series, two out of three articles on Fanon were published in a magazine 
specialising in Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

http://www.zkp.pan.pl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7&Itemid=11
http://www.zkp.pan.pl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7&Itemid=11
http://sjp.pwn.pl/slowniki/gwa%C5%82t.html
http://nkjp.pl/poliqarp/nkjp300/query/
http://pbl.ibl.poznan.pl
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  34. Michnik does not refer to Fanon in his text. However, in a post-1989 debate on 
Sartre, he mentions Sartre’s preface to  Les Damnés  and criticises his valorisation 
of violence against the coloniser. This would suggest that he was familiar with 
Fanon’s work (recording of a discussion in Institut français in Warsaw, January 24, 
2014; Michnik talks about the book, in Polish, at 31:30 min.: http://www.okf.
uw.edu.pl/historia-globalna/item/235-sartre-interepretacje-geopolityczne.
html (accessed January 18, 2016)). 

  35. The negative analysis is signalled in the quotation marks added to the word 
‘new’ in the Russian title of the translation. 

  36. This and all subsequent translations in this section are by Sue-Ann Harding, 
unless stated otherwise. 

  37. Compare Farrington who changes the terms to ‘sari’ and ‘pampooties’ (Fanon 
2001, 178) and Philcox who adds explicitations (‘the flowing dress’ and ‘Muslim 
slippers’) into the text (Fanon 2004, 158). 

  38. Compare Farrington’s ‘wogs’ (Fanon 2001, 178, 186) and Philcox’s ‘filthy Arab’ 
(Fanon 2004, 158, 167) and ‘towelheads’ (Fanon 2004, 5). 

  39. See Fanon (2001, 167) or Fanon (2004, 146). 
  40. Today it is generally known that in the first phase of the national-liberation 

struggle colonialism usually tries to weaken this struggle with the promise of 
economic reforms. In response to the first demands put forward by the oppressed 
people, colonialism pretends to understand these demands and with demonstra-
tive humility recognises that the country is really suffering from serious back-
wardness, calling for the necessity of broad economic and social changes. 

  41. Now it is already known to all that, in the first stage of the struggle for national 
existence, colonialism endeavours to disarm this struggle with economic hand-
outs. With the first of the demands colonialism plays at complete understanding 
and with accentuated humility recognises that the country is really suffering 
from backwardness and that it is necessary to adopt urgent measures in both the 
economic and social spheres. 

  42. This information is given in English. The scanned copies from which I worked 
were of very poor quality with no page numbers given, nor were any page num-
bers given when this source was cited in the literature. 

  43. Valentin Zagrebelny, personal correspondence (in English), January 14, 2015. 
  44. Personal correspondence, January 14, 2015. Zagrebelny refers to a co-authored 

article on Fanon by Gordon and Ul’ianovskii, but I have been unable to identify it. 
  45. Personal correspondence, in Russian, January 7, 2015. 
  46. Personal correspondence, in a combination of Russian and English, January 14, 

2015. 
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